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U.S. TRACKS SATELLITE

THAT MAY BE A SPY

In adarkened room atits brand-new Space Sur
veillance Control Center last week, the U.S.
was trying to unravel a mystery which involved
everybody in the world. A satellite, clearly
spotted on radar, was.circling the earth every
104 minutes, but no one claimed it.

The mystery object gave out no identifying
radio signals. It came-orbiting over the U.S.
at times when it was impossible, because of
lighting conditions, to. observe it visually. As
its path was charted by a series of light "blips
projected on a world map, U.S. scientists were
convinced that the satellite must be of Rus
sian origin.

But the Russians admitted to nothing. This
raised the frightening possibility that the mys
tery, object might be a Soviet spy satellite,
launched to see if the U.S. could spot it. The
U.S. has aspy satellite ofits own inthe works,
the Air Force Samds (drawing, right) which is .
designed to carry a camera into space with fins
which can be opened up when the camera is
ready to shoot. But Samos is far from com
pletion. The mystery remained as the earth-
bound world wondered about its new visitor.

CONTINUED
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MYSTERIOUS OBJECT IN THE HEAVENS-A WRONG-WAY

The while line pointed out by arrows above
posed a new mystery of the skies. It is the
track of an object seen hundreds of times re
cently over the U.S. In this picture taken by
a Grumman tracking station on Long Island
the track is dashed by the blink of the camera

shutter and some stars are labeled with Greek . .rjr
letters. The object has the brightness and the lUiHrt-
speed of a satellite. But it travels westwardly, £g^, |,
whereas other satellites are launched eastward-
ly to take advantage of the earth's spin. U.S.
space experts say it is almost certainly not a

|%0

RUSSIAN SATELLITE?
meteorite or a piece of space jun-k like an old
rocket. So since the U.S. refusedtdfielahn it,
speculations were that R^si* tad, launched a
reconnaissance satellite cpiml^r to thb earth's
spin. But at week's end, if Big Brother was
looking down, Moscow was not admitting it.



^ \H(oO, M^ 12.
NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA

1536 Connecticut Avenue N. W.

NOrth 7-9434 / Washington 6, D. C.

REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT(S)

it- " ®

This form includes questions asked by the United States Air Force and by other Armed Forces1 investigatingagencies, and additional
questions to which answers are needed for full evaluation by NICAP.

After all the information has been fully studied, the conclusionof our Evaluation Panel will be published by NICAP in its regularly
issued magazine or in another publication. Please try to answer as many questions as possible. Should you need additional room,
please use another sheetof paper. Please print or typewrite. Your assistance is of great value and is genuinely appreciated. Thank you.

1. Name tyi'lri^m HrVKrsen Place of Employment 3^; Vf. Poo) , Mi*n .

Address Z)e>4- Re>7*> PI^cC Occupation C^m, C£«c,r\
wk»^t3^r L^Mmo. EducatIon Qs u^uJU.

Special Training PJ fef USflF
Telephone Cr^i ^- 7?^6 Military Service S\*rS

2. Date of Observation R^, \1 W^O Time AM lO'.-^S" PM Time Zone COT
t & m •*»•

3. Locality of Observation Ito4 Qtftt> ft.

4. How long did you see the object? Hours 2. Minutes Seconds

5. Please describe weather conditions and the type of sky; i.e., bright daylight, nighttime, dusk, etc. civet** nioa*tJec$

6. Position of the Sun or Moon in relation to the object and to you. AJ& Suri or t^cti* *- / a '£»/*

7. If seenat night, twilight, or dawn, were the stars or moon visible? 54«*« v»rs»Ul<2, >?o /ffoa*

8. Were there more than one object? A^? If so, please tell how many, and draw a sketchof what you saw, indicating
direction of movement, if any.

9. Please describe the object(s) in detail. For instance, did It (they) appear solid, or only as a source of light; was it revolving,
etc? Please use additional sheets of paper, if necessary.

>•

10. Was the object(s) brighter than the background of the sky? ye«

11. If so, compare the brightness with the Sun, Moon, headlights, etc. Ca. - -fvt& S thv>< 4S 9 Sm*f/ srjcJ&*y l&Hi

12. Did the object(s) — (Please elaborate. If you can give details.)

a. Appear to stand still at any time? A*c*
b. Suddenly speed up and rush away at any time? AJ&
c. Break up into parts or explode? A/<-»
d. Give off smoke? ASct

e. Leave any visible trail? A/O
f. Dropanything? a/&
g. Change brightness? y««.j f<\d**4 oU- uMju* Co.. It?" 3tcVc hw/jol} t'*(e * nofVe-c/^wa,
h. Change shape? ye£, chp^ac^ £r*** S/*hert*0/ /c. progressing*f StvtptJer Scomcots
i. Change color? ^ rtn*%»*9tl a. h^ht rW or Or-*^* rt>r*,9hot>t:

13. Didtheobject(s)atanytime pass in frontof, orbehind of, anything? If so, please elaborate giving distance, size, etc, if possible. A/e>

14. Was there anywind? VcS If so, please give direction and speed. ASaJ /S~~ Zat j+)/>/?

15. Did you observe the ob(ect(s) through an optical instrument or otheraid, windshield, windowpane, storm window, screening,
etc? What? ISttcvee/ ut',f* S>aKec/ *y e j &t*f of. </oorS .

16. Did the object(s) have any sound? A/o What kind? How loud?

17. Please tell if the object(s) was (were) —

a. Fuzzy or blurred.
b. Like a bright star.
c. Sharply outlined. 5pV«f\c^l



%r*~> <

18. Was the object —

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Self-luminous ?

Dull

Reflect!

Transparent ?

luminous ? N. t
finish? 2^> <Zoo/(fn t T%s S/ 00/},%c
cting? -—-"

^

Did the object(s) rise or fall while in motion? aJo

Tell the apparent size of the object(s) when compared with the following held at arm's length:

Pinhead

Dime

Or, if easier, give apparent size in inches on a ruler held at arm's length.

How did you happen to notice the object(s)? 6t/e, user& /&&JCf*+*f f&*- the. Sa.rft/»/» Cfcc(vo IJ

Where were you and what were you doing at the time? Senary fna M& •*£ y £&r pro/, oaS &~- '^min.

How did the objects) disappear from view? f^exJad h'Ke. Q*7 Cc///>Jfi

Compare the speed of the object(s) with a piston or jet aircraft at the same apparent altitude. /*J vcj) Pasfe*

Were there any conventional aircraft in the location at the time or immediately afterwards? If so, please elaborate. 4^/at*^/-

Please estimate the distance of the object(s). C&r>r*a~&

What was the elevation of the object(s) in the sky? Please mark on this hemisphere sketch: f \

Names and addresses of other witnesses, ifany. Pa-"Vr%ci a ^-P«+ers*n , *l©4> BftK» , CU^.'fe T3s»r U&*-, A?inn
MrdMv. t>, O.Carrol). 1o%S SttAqerJt, SV. Psiolj ^»*nr>.

Please draw a map of the locality of the observation showing North; your position; the direction^ from Which the object(s)
appeared and disappeared from view; the direction of Its course over the area; roads, towns, villages, railroads, and other
landmarks within a mile. I *j

M tohite. Gear foe. \ k
J -^ „ ..-, \ r

a.

b.

c.

\
i,i»i

d. Nickel g- Orange

e. Half dollar h. Grapefruit
f. Silver dollar i. Larger

z# wfei** ***** w^e

YxVni \e
\ \ <* P3o|

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

You may use my name. ( )

Date of filling out this report:

PI

\o cm lei

Is there an airport, military, governmental, or research Installation in the area? yc?S

Have you seen other objects ofan unidentified nature? If so, please describe these observations, using a separate sheet of paper.
A/o

Please enclose photographs, motion pictures, news clippings, notes of radio or television programs (Include time, station and
date, if possible) regarding this or similar observations, oranyother background material. We will return the material to you.

Were you interrogated by Air Force investigators? By anyother federal, state, county, or local officials? If so, please state
the name and rank or title of the agent, his office, and details as to where and when the questioning took place. *ise>

Were you asked or told not to reveal ordiscuss the Incident? If so, were any reasons orofficial orders mentioned? Please
elaborate carefully. A/&

We should like permission to quote your name in connection with this report. This action will encourage other responsible
citizens to report similar observations to NICAP. However, If you prefer, we will keep your name confidential. Please note
your choice by checking the proper statement below. In any case, please fill In all parts of the form, for our own confidential
files. Thank you for your cooperation.

keep my name confidential. ( V )

Sign."": &•//' /%tZZZi~s
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SCHEDULE FOR
BALLOON OVER
L.A. TONIGHT

The balloon satellite,
Echo I, will be seen
soaring across the
Southland sky again
early tonight.

Jet Propulsion Labo
ratory officials said the
big silvery ball will pass
overhead at 8:07 p.m.—
southwest to northeast;
10:05 p.m. — southwest
to northeast.

Tomorrow the balloon
will appear at 12:12 a.m.
—west to east northeast;
2:19 a.m. — west north
west to east, and 4:24
a.m.—west northwest to
southeast.

Observers last night-
reported red, <green and

..white: mystery lights
si flitthlft across the skv

aboufrig:3Q ftm.r {.ravel
ling at a faster speed

116= ^~

\

than'the ballbbn.

t

PLANETARIUM CHIEF

PROBES REPORTS OF
STRANGE SKY LIGHT
Robert I. Johnson, director

of Adler planetarium, said
study of several dozen re
ports to the planetarium
about a bright object sighted
in the sky about 8 p.m. Tues
day convinced him the object
"definitely was not astro
nomical."

The reports indicated the
object was visible about four
minutes, appearing first in
the southwest, moving into
the northwest, and then mov
ing into the northeastern
sky. It appeared large and the
varied colors included yellow,
orange, and red.

Johnson declined to say
what the object might have
been. There was some specu
lation that it might have been
one or two airplanes, reflect-

ling sunlight.

Reported by G. U. Observatory

Mysterious Object Traverses Sky
As Satellite Echo Passes Over D, C.

By Warren Romberg
Staff Reporter

A strange, bright object
which streaked across the sky
shortly after Echo made its
8:49 o'clock pass over this area
last night remained an unex
plained phenomenon early to
day.

Observers all over the area
and as far away as Boston saw
the object.

About a minute or two after
Echo, the balloon communica
tions satellite, made its sched
uled appearance in the sky,

the second object, about half
as bright, appeared.
^ The Georgetown University
Observatory described it as
comparable in brightness to a
third magnitude star. Other
observers said it had a reddish
color.

It took about two and a half
minutes to streak southeast,
from horizon to horizon, just
after Echo completed its 15-
minute, northeast to south
west trajectory.

Whatever the speedy in-!

truder — satellite, meteorite

or ultra-high altitude air

craft — it was not detected

by any of the military or ci
vilian space tracking net
works which blanket the

country. The SPASUR (Space
Surveillance) network of the
Naval Research Laboratory,
set up to detect non-trans
mitting satellites, also re
ported a blank.

The object did not appear
on Echo's next pass.
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Lights In The Night
AddTo

By William Braden-
The world didn't end July 2,

but a Chicago family motoring
along an Illinois highway
thought for several moments it
was going to.

Their experience, reported
Thursday, added to speculation
concerning a mysterious rOck
found in a cornfield near Alden,
111., in McHenry County.

But the mystery itself was like
a pebble dropped into a bottom
less Well. It kept getting deeper
and deeper.

Consider the hair-raising ex
perience of four occupants of
an auto southbound on 111. 49
during the early-morning hours
of July 2.

Dave Darnell, 58, of 1745 N.
Drake, a punch-press operator,
was driving. Next to him was
his wife Mean, 49. In the back
seat, sleeping,were the Darnells'
daughter, Mrs. Nell Braddy, 20,
and son-in-law, Jerry Braddy,
22, both of the Drake address.

Tale Of Bhie Lights

The family was Tennessee-
bound. Nothing out of the or
dinary occurred until they were
about two hours' journey south
of Kankakee.

And then, as Mrs. Darnell
tells it:

"The sky lit up with a beauti
ful blue light.

"It began in the south and
got brighter and brighter till
the whole earth was bathed in
aj light that was bright as the
moon, and then bright as the

• sun. It was so light you could
see to pick a pin off the high
way.

"An object like a b~all of
flame came out of the south
and passed right over our car
with a tail like a 6treak of blue
lightning behind it. We speeded

i up because we were afraid, and
the car got so hot we could
hardly breathe. It woke up my
daughter and her husband in
the back seat. Then gradually
the light faded, and the thing in
the sky went away in the north."

Contacts Sun-Times

Mrs. Darnell contacted The
Sun-Times when she read Thurs
day of a 218-pound rock farmer
Charley Wissell had found in
his cornfield in McHenry Coun
ty close to the Wisconsin bor
der. The ball of flame had been
headed in that direction.

Wissell found the rock July
14. It wasn't there before "plant
ing on June 25, he said.

About half the 30-inch thick
ness of the rock was imbedded
in the ground, with topsoil
compressed beneath it, the far
mer said.

"That depression had to be
formed by the rock's fall from
a considerable height—it wasn't
scooped out by hand," Wissell
maintained.

Doubts A Joke

The growth of one row of
corn near the rock was dis
turbed, he added. "Judging from
lat I believe the rock fell on
le field about the time the corn
"routed, probably in the first
v days of July."
Te said he had "thought of

Mystery rock was {<
near Alden, III.

and completely ruled out'
possibility that the rock
been dumped in the field.

"A truck would have

tracks," he said.
He identified the rock's posi

tion in the 20-acre4ield as "sev
eral corn rows in from the
northwest corner, which is
fenced.

"A man would have to strug
gle to lift that rock," he said. "I
don't know of any practical
joker who would have worked
as hard as it would have been
necessary.

"And remember this. There
were about 3lA inches of com
pressed black dirt—'topsoil—un
der the rock. That couldn't
have been if the rock had been
simply dumped by man."

Observatory Called

Immediately after his find,
Wissell contacted Dr. Gerard
Kuiper, director of the Yerkes
Observatory at Williams Bay,
Wis., less than 10 miles from
the farm.

Dr. Kuiper went to the farm
July 18 and sent the rock to
the Enrico Fermi Institute at
the University^ of Chicago. At
first he though't the rock might
have been a meteorite dropped
from a celestial fireball that
Yerkes observers had spotted
heading in the direction of Wis-
sell's farm from the north about

•1 a.m. on July 4.
Wednesday, the scientist re

jected the theory the rock had
come from the July 4 fireball,
or indeed from outer space.

So The Sun-Times asked Dr.
Kuiper if there was any possible
connection with the pheno
menon seen by the Darnells on
July 2. Before doing so, however,
the newspaper contacted Chanu-
te Air Force Base at Rantoul,
111., and learned that the base
early July 2 had received a
number of reports of an un
identified aerial object.

Discounts Connection

Dr. Kuiper also discounted
the July 2 phenomenon -as a
solution.

He said that what the Dar
nells saw was probably another
fireball similar to that noted
at Yerkes on July 4.

"A fireball," he said, "is a
big flash of light in the sky, a
'shooting star' that passes over
with exceptional brightness. Ac
tually, it's a big rock weighing
from a ton to hundreds of tons
that burns up in our atmo
sphere and usually explodes be
fore it hits the ground.

"The normal consequence of
a fireball's passage is the drop
ping to earth of one or more

the

had

left

stones from it. These stones'
are what we call meteorites."

Dr. Kuiper added that Yerkes
itself had received reports of
an apparent fireball early July 2.
The reports came from Prince
ton, 111., about 45 miles north
of Peoria.

'Something Extraordinary'
But Dr. Kuiper was baffled

by the heat reported by the Dar
nells.

"That's something extraordin
ary," he said. "Probably rt was
imagination. It would be most
unusual for a fireball to cause

it without scorching the whole
landscape. I'd say it was im
possible."

But the Darnells said the pair
in the back seat actually woke
up "fighting for air." Could
that be imagination?

Dr. Kuiper's reply: "Possibly
the light woke them up, and
then imagination took over."

Meanwhile, the scientist con
fessed he was still utterly mys
tified by Wissell's find, a yellow
ish-white mass that looked like

sandstone and turned out to be

dolomite—a carbonate rock of

earthly origin.
"I assumed the rock was a

genuine fall," he said. "But we
treated it with hydrochloric acid,
and it bubbled and developed
gas like a carbonate—which to

the best of our knowledge can
form only on the earth.

Detect No Radiation \
"There was one positive test.

A meteorite would have been

exposed to certain cosmic rays
above the earth that would cre

ate radioactive isotopes emitting
gamma rays. Tests at the Fermi
Instituted found no gamma ra
diation."

And yet, he added: ,
1 "I'm convinced the farmer

gave me a straight story. I'm
sure this is no practical joke of
his own, and he says he has no
friends who are practical jokers.
2 "We've made experiments to

see from how high a rock like
that would have to drop to make
such a crater. We found it

would have to drop from about
200 feet elevation.

3 "If it didn't drop, somebody
must have dug a hole and

planted it there. But the crater
looked real.

4 "There's no chance a mete
orite landed nearby and sent

an earthly rock sailing into the
cornfield. We've searched the
area for other craters and
haven't found any."'

Concluded the scientist:
"I have no explanation, and

it's frustrating. This is the kind
of thing one would like to. clea-
up." /

PART 1- PAGE 3
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PLANETARIUM CHIEF
PROBES REPORTS OF
STRANGE SKY LIGHT

Robert I. Johnson, director

t
A

of Adler planetarium, said ^
study of several dozen re
ports to the planetarium/
about a bright object sighted/
in the sky about 8 p.m. Tues
day convinced him the object
" d e f i nit el y was not astro
nomical."

The reports indicated the i \
object was visible about four k
minutes, appearing first in
the southwest, moving into
the northwest, and then mov
ing into the northeastern
sky. It appeared large and the
varied colors included yellow,
orange, and red.

Johnson declined to say
what the object might have
been. There was some specu
lation that it might have been
one or two airplanes, reflect
ing sunlight.
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Hr» George Popouiteh
810 Research Coimaittee
Bwc $2U2 ,
Akren 13, Ohio

Hear Hr. Popewitch:

The satallite-lifce ooject photographed by one of our tracking stations
on the evening of August 25, 1?60 remains unidentified.

The) information gleaned from the sighting has been released to the
press «a4 is as followst

1* The color of the object varies from carrot to etr^w.

2* It travels at a *yte which appears to be comparable
to previous satellites.

3» The course followed by the object is an easterly to
westerly direction.

li. The object usually appears at about the time of the
first visible evening pass of Echo I.

Any statements beyond these, at this tiiw, would be pure conjecture.

Please ecceot tne enclosed copy of cur photograph in appreciation of
your interest m Gruirmai^s tracking efforts*

Cordially,

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENQINHRIKG C0RP0RATI0?

HCCsmg
Sncl.

Kenry % Courten
Space Tracking Project
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GRUMMAN Al RCRAFT ENGi NCJ5R1N6' CpRPGRATiON
' BETHPAGE, LON© ISLAND, NEW YORK

telephone

WEllS 1-1500
CAIlt ASOR«ti

ORUMAt*

,12 Sepueimp 15»6o

^'rxv:-' -i ••!'• •.r«^fci^,iiCK.8 Coraai'fetee
or. Atrial phenomena

.. ,'2^'st Street-. . ; .i50 =*.' -

fcitrrL

•'4;-i* details concerning ©ur observation of tha unid^ Sifiad^
•-' i'•:*-- ob^oct #which appeared oh the .evening of August <t>fclh'

f-ri*i3mitted'tc the United States'Air Force Space SiirveiXlanct, '•'
'li-^T and released.to the -press, ' Any. additional statements- V
H./:.3 sa^joeture* . * ' '. '*••*!•» ' •. '• ;

^d az& tao r^otographa^ a contact print and an enlargements '
'•> rMXloa ebjest, Ws hops that the iafpzwation you seek may
from tUose pictures. ' '• ''.-'. - "'•*•'"

• ' , • . • • • '••*•. ••**•.'*

3?©ry truly yourffj "...

GHffiSKAN AmmAFT^BNGSiSgKrm'CDEPORATIOK

-if.

•--.'ok-Tj

..>».. i. ? '* ./:

»'* .*** H

lienry u« courteja
SPACE TRAClOim ?&pJ$Q? "
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GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION

BETHPAOC, LONG ISLAND. NEW YORK
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(CHICAG0)--NEW;SIGHTING5 OF A MYSTERIOUS' UNIDENTIFIED OBJECT

CIRCLING THE EARTH WERE REPORTED IN CHICAGO TODAY.

ROBERT I. JOHNSON, DIRECTOR OF CHICAGO'S EDLER PLANETARIUM, AND

2 ASSISTANTS SPOTTED THE OBJECT FOR THE FIRST TIME FRIDAY. JOHNSON

SAYS OTHER SIGHTING^ WERE REPORTED SATURDAY AND SUNDAY tylGtfTS FROM

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY AND SEVERAL SEMI-OFFICIAL SPACE ASSOCIATIONS.

AND AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS FROM COAST TO COAST AND FRQ£L MICHIGAN TO

MISSOURI HAVE REPORTED SEEING THE OBJECT. ' <ct£

JOHNSON SAID IT APPEARS ABOUT ONE/IOTH THE SIZE OF THE ECHO

SATELLITE- AND- APPEARS TO" BE-^TR^VEL'ING-TWICE" AS FAST. itTsrPj'AN'

ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE OR A METEOR..'. SAYS THE CHICAGO EXPERT. SO...WE HAVE
A NEW SPACE MYSTERY ON OUR HANDS TONIGHT.
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Mysterious ObjectTraverses Sky
As Satellite Echo Passes Over D. C.

By Wimn Kdmbera;

*8 4»o'atockpass p*«t*<Ma are*
Ust n^M remade** *i una*
plain* ph#9^«Mp early to
day. , *~

ObserveweU ojqr th« area
and aaiar away atresia* saw
the abject.

About a nrfmrte or two after
Echo* the IfcPOW cfcnttsuniea.
tiobf salelM*, MiKie its sched-
«i«4 apfiarance la the eky,

Ue;»eoptia «fcj** about half |
at briflfc a*p*red.
>jHw Gtotfltow* Wverstty]
Ofcsemi^^ described It as
comparable i» Wtfhtneai to a
third magnitude star. Other
obserVaraiaJfl it bad a reddish
color*

It took about two and a bftlf
minute* to, ftraak .southeast
from herhoW * tojsrteon. Ittat
after Eel* completed its 15-
minute, aortheae* t» south-
west traje**»fy.

Whatever the gttdy in

truder — satellite, meteorite
or uttjfetttft altitude air>
craft —».ft was not detected
by any of the military or ci
vilian space tracking net
works which blanket the
«*tatry. The SPASUR (Space
Surveillance) network of thf

iNavaX ftesearch Laboratory,
tet ^ to' detect non-trans*
mittinf ^satellites, also rt*
ported a blank.

The pbjeet did not apfear
on Echo's m& ptt*.

<•** -*hr
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UNIDENTIFIED
OBJECT IN
EARTH ORBIT

Chicago Tribune Press Service
CHICAGO, Aug. 27 —

Robert I. Johnson, direc
tor of the Adler Plane
tarium here, saift today

• he has spotted an un-
_identified object orbiting

the earth. '
He said the "object

which he described as
about one-tenth the size
of the Echo I balloon
satellite and faint-red in
color, is not following
the orbital pathofany.of I
the 31 known man-made
objects circling in space.
and that he is sure it is
not a"meteor or a comet.

H$"'sa^d he has re- >
ceived no report? of the ;
object from other' astuon- '
omerfe. ;•- j



FRIDAY, AUGUST 26, 1960.
'Mystery Object' Is Bonus

For Area Satellite Viewers
SKY MYSTERY SIGHTED

'Echo Watchers' See a Fast
Light in Eastern Areas

WASHINGTON, Aug. 25
(UPI)—Eastern "Echo watch
ers" saw something in the sky
last night in addition to the
big communications satellite,
but nobody knows for sure what
it was.

Reports of a small, fast-
moving light in the sky came
from Boston, Erie, Pa., and a
number of locations near Wash
ington, including the George
town University Observatory.

The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration,
which launched Echo I two
weeks ago, said the light had
nothing to do with the satel
lite. The agency added that
none of its watchers had seen
the light and none of its in
struments tracked it.

The Air Force Space Surveil
lance Control Center at Bed
ford, Mass., said the only re
port it got was from the
Georgetown Observatory, which
suggested it might have been
jet plaae. The Air Force also
suggested it might have been
a meteor,

UNIDENTIFIED
OBJECT IN
EARTH ORBIT,

Chicago Tribune Press SeHce
CHICAGO, Aug. 27 —

Robert I. Johnson, direc
tor of the Adler Plane
tarium here, said today
he has spotted an un
identified object orbiting
the earth. .

He said the object,
which he described as
about one-tenth the size
of the Echo I balloon
satellite and faint-red in
color, is not following
,theorbitalpath of any of
the 31known man-made
objects circling in space
and that he is sure it is
not a meteor or a comet.

He said he has re
ceived no reports of the
object from other astron
omers.

Echo I to Be Over City
5 Times During Night
The Echo I satellite will be

visible over New York City,
weather permitting, five
times tonight and early to
morrow, the National Aero
nautics and Space Adminis
tration said yesterday.

The following schedule
gives the times, direction
from the city at which the
satellite should be visible,
and the elevation and direc
tion of movements. Times are
daylight saving.

TODAY

5:56 P.M., south of city, 19
degrees above horizon, travel
ing northeast.

8:06 P.M., south of city, 87
degrees above horizon, travel
ing northeast.

10:12 P.M.,north of city, 60
degrees above horizon, travel
ing northeast.

TOMORROW
12:17 A.M., north of city, 71

degrees above horizon, travel
ing southeast.

2:25 A.M.,south of city, 46
degrees above horizon, travel
ing southeast. p

Area moonwatchers have
been getting a "two for one"
show lately as a mysterious ob
ject, reddish in color, has been
sighted streaking along with
the Echo satellite, according to

V the eyewitness accounts of at
Jji least two observers. /^ £ i^

First reported ^Wednesday
night, the object—definitely not
Superman—was sighted again
TfeUT5day evening by Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph H. Parent Jr., of
232 Battis Road, Hamden. At
about 10:35 p.m., they said, the

jX <T reddish object was seen moving
3 — toward the southwest.

"It was moving about threei
times as fast as the satellite,"1
Mrs. Parent said. She admited
that it could have been a plane.

.. _ Officials at the U.S. Air Force
•JZ <. Base at Westover, Mass., said

that there have been several
jets in the two-state area. Major
Reed Lutz said that eight jets
were flying out of the base
Thursday night.

Jet Possibility I
Henry Specht, leader of the

New Haven Moonwatch team did
not rule out the possibility of the
hght belonging to jet aircraft,
lie did not notice the object in
question, he said. Specht has
been engaged in using photogra
phic tracking equipment in a
study of the United States satel
lites and is a member of the

>3
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SUNDAY MORNING, AUGUST 28, 1960

r UNIDENTIFIED
OBJECT IN

EARTH ORBIT
Chicago Tribune Press Service

CHICAGO, Aug. 27 —
Robert I. Johnson, direc
tor of the Adler Plane
tarium here, said today
he has spotted an un
identified object orbiting
the earth.

He said the object,
which he described as
about one-tenth the size
of the Echo I balloon
satellite and faint-red in
color, is not following
the orbital path of any of
the 31 known man-made
objects circling in space
and that he is sure it is
not a meteor or a comet.

He said he has re
ceived no reports of the
object from other astron
omers.

phototrack team based in Wash
ington, D.C.

Robert Brown, associate pro
fessor of earth sciences at South
ern Connecticut State Teacher's
College, was still at a loss to ex
plain the origin of the red object
though he did not rule out the
possibility that slow-velocity
meteors can produce baffling ef
fects.

t"It's a little puzzling,"he said,
"but I'm not prepared tosayany-,
thing one way or another." He1
mentioned the possibility of jet
after-burners andnavigation lights
causing sights similar to those
reported. "However, I'm keeping

[an open mind in the matter,"
he concluded.
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Describes Object

Three expert astro
nomical observers —*
including the director
ofthe Adler Planetifc*
ium—spotted an unidentified
flying objeet <UFOi in the
skies over Chicago Friday

(night
Robert Johnson, the direc

tor, revealed the sighting Sat
urday.

"I have no explanation for
it," Johnson said' '

4$8M80X said he has ,"*3~
^»y» been dreading the day

amS* ot me-- Ps4*#4
Majea a* Russia sftedsl ftftv»
b"H»iw Chicago at «•!

"Besides this, ft was in orbit
opposite the rotation of the
earth — and all Our satellites
are launched with the earth's
rotation* They need that extra
speed to escape the atmos
phere."

• ♦ •

JOHNSON satd the object
with a faint reddish cast and
moving faster.than Ecfc* I,
America's new commioales*
tions satellite, was cighted
about 9 p.m. Friday.

"We had about 200 persons
at the planetarium at the time
to observe the passage of
Echo I.

Then f sighted this object
_ from east

to west, hi dtfeatton oppos
ing Echo* ftfgM, at about
Mi degrees abovethe horlxon.

•Distrusting my eyes, I had
check Hj

t

g
for

the

»ed.

X)—
'esti-

°ldies
Irage

s of

flrom
"tain
c

h

aj>MW| to cfcec
ps&o*pioculara.

Chicago Dally Ut^ g *y** »

Mystery
<Star'in
OtySky •
Oontfatoed from First Page

ing the planet Jupiter to the
public and I asked him to
check my observation.
_"*• got a gitepse ef it
Jafore it faded from view in
we Hghts over the Loop.
"Just then, another staff

member came running to me
and asked if I had seen the
object"

.JOHNSON said that the
planetarium got nine calls the
night before, Thursday night
taking it such an object had
been sighted in the skies.

"We had not seen it, but
they gave the same general
daseription that we've had.

"» was seen from Ben-
«•««•. !•*. to fee greater
Chicago area, according to
our report

"And no natural bodies, in
addition to sateUities, should
have been in the heavens
then."

• • *

•D FA*, Johnson said* no
other observatories,- to his
knowledge, have reported
viewing the UFO.

"We watched for tt agate
later, 'wfcea Echo I was sup
posed to peas, but It didn't
appear.

"Well be watching for it
tonight, again."

• • •

AGAIN, Johnson stressed
that he had no theory con
cerning what it could be.

"I^s unlikely W* a US. or
Russian sasefltte, It doesn't
•earn possible it can be a
natural body.

"I Just can't account for it."
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Los Angeles Examfner w Sun., Aug. 28,1960 ]5 Sec. 1

Strange Object
Orbiting Earth
CHICAGO (A—Three expertl spectators gathered at the

star gazers disclosed Satur- planetarium to observe the
day they spotted an unidenti- scheduled passage of Echo I,
Led object circling the earth
in an orbit opposite to that
achieved by known American
and Soviet artificial satellites

"I have no explanation for
it," commented Robert I.

Johnson^ director of Adler
Planetarium on Chicago's
lakefront.

"None of Hie 29 artificial
satellites of the United States
or Russia should have been
over Chicago at that time."

U. S. balloon communications
satellite.

Johnson described the ob
ject as about one tenth the
size of Echo I and reddish in
color. It was moving about
twice as fast as Echo I, he
said.

An unidentified object —
possibly the same one—was
spotted several nights ago in
the Washington, D. C, area.

The Georgetown University
observatory described it as
comparable in brightness to a
third magnitude star. Other

sighting occurred Fri- observers said it had a red-
day night as Johnston and 200 dish color.

\LL.
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Spot Mystery Satteltte
In Skies Over Chicago

Planetarium Head, $
Others Observe Flig

tf^zr, &-&~t>ilhfij-f

Mysterious
Orb Soars
Wrong Way
CHICAGO (AP)-Three

pert star-gazers disclosed yes-
tfrd!y lhey sP°tted an uniden-
I", .an °rblt opposite to that
and^ ,by known American
and Soviet artificial satellites

i nave no explanation for
inn ^"""^ted Robert I. John
son, director of Adler Planetar-iunj on Chicago's lakefron?
safes art^uffl^-ffig:
Waffffi&J~™
n.^Jle SJghting occurred Fridavnight as Johnson and 200 sS
Jum to observe the schprinwiPassage of Echo I, U. £*££!
communications satellite \

'a/S«s?n described the object
*.cno I and reddish in color
*w wis movinS from West to
gnoibSetJ?0e-'««

our satellites are launched" '
slfd "tI l'0tation'" J<toSon :sn^ t ey need fhat extra •
,pK.-t(> escape the «tmoSa;

ex-

J£?aj£e to ExPlain Appearance
Of Object on Uncharted Orbit

CHICAGO <#-Three expert astronomers disclosed Saturdai
2no5Td«rB UnidStmed °bJ€Ct CifCling the earth1n"i?, E American and Soviet artificial satel-

"I have no explanation for it," commented Robert I Johnson
director of Adler Planetarium on Chicago's lakefront.

None of the 29 artificial satellites of the United States or Rus-
1"|sia should have been over Chi

cago at that time."

I The sighting occurred Friday
Inight as Johnson and 200 spec-
ators gathered at the planetarium

1to observe the scheduled passage
of Echo I, U.S. balloon communi
cations satellite.

Accidental Find
• Johnson, scanning the heavens,
said he caught sight of the uni-|
dentified object by chance, and
that two planetarium associates
confirmed the observation.

Johnson described the object as
about one-tenth the size of Echo
I and reddish in color.

It was moving from west toeast
about twice as fast as Echo I, he
said, and apparently was seen by
^everal persons between Bensen-



Wrong-Way-Orbit UFO
Spotted by Houstonians

Houston skywatchers spotted
a mysterious unidentified fly
ing object high in the heavens
at approximately 7:44 PM . t-
urday. , , , .. . .

It was a reddish-hued light,
tiny tothe eye, and swiftly south
bound. c

It was not Echo I, the u. &
communications satellite, which
cut a northeasterly arc across
the northern sky at the same
time. . A, . . +n

NEITHER WAS it thought to
be any of the 29 other known
earth-launched satellites nor any
of the space garbage of rocket
hulls that pushed such satellites
into orbit. .

It was not moving in the same
direction a* the earth's rotatioi
-as all known earth-launched
satellites reportedly must move
to gain enough speed to escape
the pull of gravity-but was
traveling south, observers here

SEAnd Anally, it was not seen
bv Houstonians only. Associated
Press reports out of Chicago and
Washington, DC, described the
tiny red UFO asit was describedhere by more than a dozen Hous
tonians who telephoned The
PostLOCAL OBSERVERS said it
.seemed to travel about twice

r as fast as Echo I, that it ap
peared to the naked eye to be
smaller than the satellite, and

ilthat it vividly cut its path
across the path of the commu
nications balloon.

Meanwhile, the director of the
^dler Planetarium in Chicago,
Robert I. Johnson, said he and
two associates-all expert star
gazers—also saw the UFO Fri
day night as 200 spectators gath

lered at the planetarium to
2(watch the scheduled passage of

Echo I

He said it appeared about one-
tenth the size of Echo. "I have
no explanation for it," he said.

IN WASHINGTON, DC, pro
fessional observers at George
town University said they saw
a similar UFO several nights
ago. They said it was about as
bright as a third magnitude
star.

There was no official word
from any government agency in
Washington explaining what the
object might be.

Houston skywatchers said the
ight seen Saturday night def
initely was not from an. air
plane.

CHICAGO SUN-llMES, Sun.. Aug. 2&. Ifr 39

ECHO WATCHER <Tr^ *"* 1* A&
M^sterTb In Sky
Seen By Planetarium Chief

. . ^ .1 i »„.-:.im th* nioht nassine into earth's shade

Vi 1960

The director of the Adler
Planetarium and Astronomical
Museum Saturday joined the
ranks of those who have re
ported sighting unidentified fly
ing objects.

Robert f. Johnson, an expert
astronomical observer, said he
could not account for the object
that he saw as he was watching
the Echo I balloon satellite pass
over Chicago Friday.

The unidentified flying object
(UFO) hove into view as some
200 persons craned their necks
for a-glimpse of Echo shortly

• after 9 p.m. Friday.
Twi$e As Fast

The planetarium has allowed
the public to view Echo's first
evening passage from its ob
servation deck on Tuesdays and
Fridays.

The UFO appeared in the
east, a red glow about 10 times
dimmer than Echo and travel
ing twice as fast. It passed out
of sight in the west.

The Echo satellite reached its
highest point in the sky at 9:08
p.m., traveling in an opposite
direction.

Johnson said 10 persons

called the planetarium the night
before to report similar UFO
sightings.

After seeingthe object, John
son checked the trajectory of
the U.S. and Russian satellites
currently in orbit, and found it
could have been none of them.

As of this moment, Johnson
said, he does not know what
the object is. He plans to con
fer with other astronomical ob
servers at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel moonwatch station.

Johnson said he plans to
watch for the UFO's return
while tracking the Echo in jts
routine orbit.

6 More Echo Passages
Six more visible passages of

the Echo satellite are on tap for
Chicago area watchers. Follow
ing is the timetable:

Sunday night — 8:23 p.m.,
peak altitude 77 degrees, mov
ing from west to east-northeast;
10:29 p.m., peak altitude 63 de
grees, rising west-northwest,
passing into the shadow of the
earth at 10:35 p.m. at altitude
of 27 degrees in the east sky.

Monday morning — 12:26
rising west-northwest,

a.m.

passing into earth's shadow at
12:31 a.m. at 66 degrees in
the west sky.

Monday night—8:01 p.m., 79
degrees peak *altitude, moving
from west to east-northeast;
10:07 p.m., peak altitude 64
degrees, rising west-northwest,
passing into the earth's, shadow
at 10:14 p.m. at 25 degrees in
the east sky.

Tuesday morning — 12:04
a.m., rising west- northwest,
passing into the earth's shadow
at 12:1 I a.m. at 72 degrees in
the west sky.

Oak Lawn Youth, 20,
State De Malay Head

Lonnie Woods, 20, of Oak
Lawn, Saturday was elected
master councillor of the Illinois
DeMolays, junior Masonic
group, at a two-day gathering
at Mac Murray College, Jack
sonville, 111.

He was named to head 87
chapters, containing 3,500 mem
bers, by 550 delegates to the
gathering. Woods succeeds
James Rice, 19, of Jerseyville,
111.
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SajBuel A, Dell1 Aria; 2000 Harrison Street, Evaneton, Illinoia#

Our first telephone call on Thursday Evening August 25, i960 was to the Adler
Planetarium in Chio&go to report cur sighting of this UFO, but there was no answer
SO yaPOT>fcAfl -hhft nh*mr*+q + 1** *^ M~ nQ<r- TW.«q1»*»»« «f» 1f..r».fcil..,. •* fcl, •

—Mgewater Beach Ha£el9 Chicago ata9*L5 P*y-v ni Twl •Experts Up m Air liver sky rnantom
UFOs in the last 13 years, and
accounted lor most as observa

tions of balloons, aircraft,

stars, comets, meteors and oth
er heavenly commuters.

Those aaaceewtted for

war* written off as having
"fasmfflctoas data" to ana,
lyre.

Only two weeks ago Sen.

Johnson (D.. Texas), called for

a continued "close watch" of

UFOs.

• * •

THE PLANETARIUM direc

tor reported, also, that a UFO
was reported also at the time
of Echo l's first evening pas
sage over Chicago by nine per
sons Thursday night.

Neither he nor his staff ob

served it then, however.

A U. S. Weather Bureau

meteorologist reported con-
dHkms were excellent at t
P.SB. Friday for reflecting
light from an earth source.
There were cirrus (ice crys

tal) clouds at 30,000 feet which
could as easily reflect a
searchlight, he said.

Adler Chief Spurns Suggestion
That Object Was Plane Lights

The director of Adler Planetarium scoffs at suggestion*

that the unidentified flying object (UFO) he «nd two staff
members sighted was an airplane's lights.

"I know an airplane when I
see one," he said.

Robert I.

Johnson and

two aides saw

the object —
reddish - hued

and apparently
moving faster
than Echo I,
America's new
c o m m u n i -

cations satel
lite— Friday »• f. •"»««
night over Chicago.

"I've been dreading ihe da\

when I would sight a I'FO." he
Jsaid
i But Di. Gerard Kuiper, Uni
versity at Chicago astronomer,

said the object the Adler men

saw must have been an air

plane's lights.
Dr. Kuiper said he and hi«

staff were watching for Echo
I at the same time and saw

nothing of a T'FO.
On the fact that Johnson's

astronomical observer and not
an untrained citizen, Dr. Kui

per said the expert* are the
men most tooled by airplanes.

This is because, he aald. they
feel that they are least likely
to be tricked.

• * •

PLANETARIUM observers
on the watch Saturday and
Sunday nights did not see the
UFO again.

However, another UFO
sighting was reported Sun
day to the civilian director
of UFO research here, David
Daughters. He said s Bel-
moat beach sun bather re

ported seeing f©*r <*»**
Joels shootta* pad
ctasd to clevd.

Daughters said reported
UFO sightings are on the in
crease. He urged sky-watchers
who spot unusual objects to
phone KEdvale 94238.

• • •

THE AD3 FORflhix in

report comes from a trained' vestigated 6,312 reports of

-jr
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MYSTERIOUS RED OBJECT PUZZLES SKY WATCHERS

By Richard F. Ahles

NEW HAVEN—A mysterious red object, which has been seen
circling the earth in an orbit opposite to that of known
satellites, may be a visitor from outer space, a new
satellite, a meteor, a high-flying jet plane or something
else. You can take your choice.

Prof. Robert L. Brown, head of Moonwatch Station 6S7
here, listed the five-plus possibilities Sunday.

"I am perplexed," the professor admitted.

The object has been 3&9&SM spotted over the state on
at least five separate occasions, Brown said...

Brown is intrigued by the visitor from outer space
theory, which he feels is about as logical as some of
the other possibilities.

"But one can't stress this theory," he said,"because
of the Orson Welles reaction you might get from the
public". ••

But the wrong-way satellite—or whatever it is—could
be a tourist from another planet, Brown believes.

"Our civilization," he said,"has only gotten down to
serious business in the past 1,000 years and made real
progress in the past 50. Isn't it possible, then, that
a civilization on a distant planet, much older than ours,
could have progressed far more?"

Brown insisted, however, that"we don't want to make
this a flying saucer thing."

"High flying jet planes give off a reddish glow similar
to the color of the object seen here and in Chicago,"he
said.

"The most reliable observers can still be confused by
jets or slow moving meteors," he said....

It's virtually impossible for Moonwatch stations to
come up with an accurate evaluation of the mystery object,
Brown said. v

"We'd have to devote six or seven hours to constant
viewing and work out orbits and velocities and we just
don't have the personnel for this unfortunately intriguing
project."



August 29* I960

Robert Johnson, Director
Adler Planetarium
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Mr. Johnson:

We have read the August 27 Chicago Daily News article
about your UFO observation with great interest. Enclosed
is a clipping from the Washington Daily News describing
a similar observation by Georgetown University Observatory
The similar reddish cast and high angular velocity suggest
that the same object has been sighted in both instances•
We would appreciate your filling out the enclosed report
form for our records; we also intend to get in touch with
Fr. Francis J. Heyden at Georgetown.

Jfy first reaction to the local reports was that the UFO
was probably some "hardware" from a separate satellite
launching, since the connection with Echo seemed to be
purely coincidental. But a follow-up report indicated that
the government tracking agencies had been queried and that
they could not explain the object. The UFO allegedly has
not been tracked by radar. At any rate, it seems clear
that some sort of object was seen and we are curious to
learn more about it.

We received several phone calls from local observers
with varying degrees of observing experience who also
sighted the unidentified object on the nights of August
25 and 26 during passes of Echo. In every sighting so far,
the UFO has crossed the path of Echo at an angle approx
imating 90 degrees, and has moved with a much higher
angular velocity (apparent.)

If we can be of any assistance in providing information
on UFOs, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,

_tt/. Richard Hall
RH/h Secretary of NICAP
Encl: 97



Fr. Francis J. Heyden
Georgetown University
37th & 0 Street, N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.

Dear Father Heyden:

August 29, I960

In regard to the Georgetown University Observatory sighting
of an unidentified object, as described in the Post Aug. 25,
you may be interested to know that a similar object of reddish
cast was sighted by the Director of Adler Planetarium in
Chicago. I am enclosing a news clipping on his observation.

We would appreciate having an account of the Georgetown
observation for our records—including physical description
and orbital elements. We would also like to know whether
there is any new information on this object, and whether
there is any evidence indicating that it might be some
"hardware" from another satellite launching.

We have received several phone calls from local observers
who sighted the unexplained object on the nights of August
25 and 26. If any detailed reports are recieved containing
data of scientific value, we would be glad to forward copies
to you if you are interested.

I should like to emphasize again that we have no connection
with the UFO groups wnich are preaching a space gospel and
claiming exotic contacts with space men. Although we are
convinced that some UFOs are real unexplained objects, we
would like to see a full scientific investigation made to
determine for once and for all the nature of these objects
and to end the controversy on this subject. The present
prejudices on this subject are deep-seated, and only a real
investigation will clarify the matter.

Sincerely your*

Richard Hall
RH/h Secretary of NICAP
Encl: clip

n
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MYSTERY SKY OBJECT

SIGHTINGS CONTINUE
CHICAGO, Aug. 30 UP) — New sightings of a

\ mysterious unidentified object circling the earth
were reported today.

Data are being compiled by Robert I. Johnson,
" director of Adler Planetarium, who sighted the

object for the first time Friday.
Johnson said he had received reports of sight

ings Saturday and Sunday from Georgetown
University Observatory, Washington, D.C., and
space associations. He said the object appears to
be one-tenth the size of the Echo I balloon satel

lite and traveling about twice as fast.

New Reports
Of Mystery

J law
4Moon' Made

CHICAGO, Aug. 30 UP)—New
sightings of a mysterious uni
dentified object circling the
earth were reported today.

Data concerning the object
was being compiled by Robert
I. Johnson, director of Chi
cago's Adler Planetarium who,
with two assistants, sighted the
object for the first time Friday.

Johnson said he had received
reports of sightings Saturday
and Sunday nights from George
town University Observatory,
Washington, D.C., and semi-of
ficial space associations. Ama
teur astronomers from coast to
coast and from Michigan to
Missouri have reported seeing
the object, Johnson added. It
isn't an artifical satellite or ai
meteor, he asserted. '

MysteTybbject
Circling Earth
Associated Press. v&0

CHICAGO, Aug. 31—New
sightings of a mysterious uni
dentified object circling the
earthwere reported yesterday.

Data concerning the object
was being compiled by Robert
I. Johnson, director of Chic
ago's Adler Planetarium, who
,said the object appears to be
a tenth the size of the Echo 11
balloon satellite and traveling!
about twice as fast Ic isn't an
artificial satellite or a meteor,!
he asserted. j

mtaflBulletin F 3
'adelphia, Wednesday, August 31, 1960

Mystery Object
In Sky Watched
By Astronomers

Chicago, Aug. 31—(AP)—
New sightings of a mysteri
ous unidentified object cir
cling the earth have been re
ported.

, Information concerning the
object is being compiled by
Robert I. Johnson, director of
Chicago's Adler Planetarium
who., with two assistants,
sighted it for the first time
Friday.

Johnson said yesterday he
received reports of sightings
Saturday and Sunday nights
from Georgetown University
observatory, Washington, D.
C, semi-official space associ
ations and amateur astrono
mers from coast to coast.

He said the object appears
to be a tenth the size of the
Echo I balloon satellite and
traveling about twice as fast.
It isn't an artificial satellite,
comet or meteor, he asserted.
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Sightings Here and Elsewhere Note
Echo Satellite Has Fast Companion

By Warren Kornberg
atoff atpqrtor

Ah official Air Force evalua
tion of numerous reports on an
uriidentuW object sharing the
sky with Echo J it expected
Thursday. *

An Air Force spokesman
Said yesterday the Spate Sur
veillance Center at Hanscom
Air Force Base, Bedford, Mass.,
has been collecting.<*ta on re
ported Sightings of the strange,
red-glowing object Hanscom
is attempting t*, determine
what kind of phenomenotv—air
craft, satellite,. natural phe
nomenon, unexplained objects-
might explain it.

The strange object, moving
much more rapidly than Echo,
and apparently in a somewhat
opposed direction, was first
repotted over the Washington
area last Wednesday night

Simultaneous sightings were
reported in the Boston area.
Wednesday and Thursday
night* similar sightings were
reported over southern Con
necticut and Friday over Chi
cago and other areas.

The sources of the reports
include the Rev. Jules J. de-
KOK nf the Georgetown Uni
versity Observatory; Robert I.
Johnson, director of Chicago's
Adler Planetarium and a net
work of amateur astronomers
reporting • to him, and Prof.
Robert Brown, a&sociajv pro
fessor of earth sciences and
director of the planetary ob
servatory at Southern Connec
ticut State College, and ama
teur actrohomers associated
with him.
' Brown has estimated that

the "intruder" seems to be
following an orbit similar to
Echo's, but in an opposite di

rection. He explained its ap
parently greater speed by the
fact that it is following an
orbit opposed in direction to
that of the earth's rotation,
creating the same impression
of speed to an observer on
earth as would, two trains pass
ing each other on parallel
tracks. Echo is moving in the
same direction as an observer
on earth.

A partial explanation of the
Washington area sightings,
however, is offered by the re
port that Air Force pilotsU
here have been heard to say
that they hate taken advan
tage of their night flying time
to get a closer took: at the Echo
satellite. Fighter'4 n t e rcepter
aircraft, flying at about 30,000
to 35,000 feet reported ogling
Echo about the time "strange
object" sightings were made
here.
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BIRD1CK- ROWLAND

S .

Please reply to*

August 31, I960

[jj SEP 9 1960
The National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomenf
Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen:

In today1s New York Times there is an article stating that Messrs. Johnson
and Henning of.the Adler Planetarium have been asked for further information about
a reddish.object they had seen last Friday. From the article I gathered that your
group as well as the Space Surveillance Center in New Bedford, wished more information.

If it would be of any service to you, I would like to point out that I live
in Westport, Connecticut and that on the night of either the 16, 17 or ISth.of
August, my wife and I stood in our backyard trying to spot Echo as it traveled
from west to east. We did not see Echo as it turned out, but did see a reddish
object traveling from just slightly northeast to slightly southwest. It was
extremely high in the sky. We decided that we had merely reversed the supposed
course of Echo and concluded that the reddish object was Echo. On Sunday, the
21st, one of our neighbors pointed out Echo as it traveled across the sky in
its proper west to east orbit. Having seen Echo, we realize that whatever
the red object was, it definitely was not that of the balloon.

I offer you the above information that it might contribute to your
investigation of this mysterious reddish object in today!s paper.

Very truly yours,

FWM:ams

cc - Mr. Robert I. Johnson

Director of Adler Planetarium

Chicago, Illinois

The National Space Surveillance Center
New Bedford, Massachusetts

^UJ.VWkBa^o
F. W. MacBarron

Vice President

104 East 40th Street OXford 7-2230 New York 16, N. Y.*

235 Montgomery Street DOuglas 2-7503 San Francisco 4, CaL

4900 West Madison Street ESterbrook 8-1141 Chicago 44, 111.
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The National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena

Washington, D. C.
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8 Flying Object
? Checked by

~ ^niitlisonian
r !
^ Smithsonian Astrophysical,
.Obseivatoiy officials in Oam-

.«. bridge, today were seeking in-j
€formaHon on a mysterious ob-;
. Ject reported to be circling the ;
' «arih. I
J In Cambridge scientists said
; they would talk with officials
. of Chicago'̂ Adler Planetarium j
and the Georgetown University |
Observatory. The unidentified'
object was first seen at Chicago I
last Friday and subsequently by I
Georgetown in Washington.

<-• AnTMeur astronomers i
•round the nation also reported!
•eem jjlf. So far it has not been !
reported seen by anyone Jn I
New England.

The Cambridge scientists say

or there la a possibility it c-mld I
be a section that has broken
*W*J fl^"n satellites already in)

But, tht-v emphasis, what-
ever it is, it is not a secretly
tired tmstiile or satellite. No'
such launching or firing could :
be accomplished uithout the,
scientific \»,nl,! learning about!
it almost ifnnicdiaic.lv'. Smith
sonian villi.
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NEW YORK TIMES, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31, 1960

TWO RECALL PATH OF FLYING OBJECT

(Special to the NY Times)

Chicago, Aug.30 - The path a mysterious reddish object took through the sky
Friday night was reconstructed from memory tonight by two men who had seen it.

Robert I. Johason, director of Adler Planetarium here, and an assistant, Frederick
Henning, spotted the object independently from different sides of the dome of the
planetarium Friday night.

They picked it up without visual aids while watching for Echo I, the United States
balloon satellite, to pass over this area. Mr. Johnson said he then fixed it in bino-
cularsand watched it for a minute afc it moved over Chicago from east to west, a
course opposite to that of Echo I.

Hr. Johnson said the red object was going twice as fast as the balloon satellite,
which orbits at a speed of 16,000 miles an hour.

Mr. Johnson said tonight that he was informed today that astronomers at Georgetown
University in Washington saw the object Wednesday.

His informant was the National Investigations Coramittee on Aerial Phenomena, Washington
a privately supported group that asked him for further data on the mystery object.
He said the National SpaceACentera^New Bedford, Mass., also had asked for more
information. ^Survelllince^

###

Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio

*N.B. Take a look at that last sentence! What is the purpose of this National
S$pce Surveillance Center. Who provides the funds?



K/V\\-^'
v-i (&*&*
7 VL 7421 87 Road

^^T Woodhaven 21, N. Y.
\ August 51, 1960

The National Space Surveillance Center nnnnnn HTO
i, Mass. nUcLDJirJIJLLir.New Bedford;

Gentlemen:

SEP 9 1960

Urty

I have read in the New York Times of a "mysterious reddish
object" sighted over Chicago which evidently is the same object
I saw about two weeks ago. I drafted a letter to the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory but never sent it*,. Fortunately I still
have the draft and the following is substantially the same.

On the night of August 17« I960- this observer with a competent
witness watched Echo I approach from roughly a southwesterly
position. First sight or notice was at 9813 P.M. EDST. The
highest point reached by Echo I at 9;19 P.M. was south of my
position (kat.4Q#41*23% Long.73°52'03") but at a fairly high
elevation.

Watching Echo I recede toward the East, I was startled to
see another object traveling in an opposite direction. This TJFO
was far more visible to the naked eye than Echo I* was at an even
higher elevation (perhaps 85 degrees above southern horizon) and
Its apparent velocity was greater. It passed over at 9:23 and
through my binoculars I could see it was tumbling and, if memory
serves, in the manner of a helicopter rotor as distinguished from
the propeller of an airplane. Moreover, it was fully reflecting
light from its tubular or elongated shape with one end glowing
red*

I have deduced that the UFO was not ready to re-enter the
atmosphere but an aerodynamically poor object on one end may
account for the red glow and also indicate that the UFO was on
the fringe of the atmosphere. ,

I have attempted to figure out the minimum altitude an object JmC
to be at for sunlight to strike it for that time and date but
my math ability wac too poor to come to any conclusion* Wot
counting carriers, there were 14 satellites orbiting that night
and for numerous reasons I have eliminated all but the Russian
"Space Craft" that contained a dummy of a human.

I hope this letter will be of some help to you*

Sincerely,

ccs National Investigations Coramittee
on Aerial Phenomena,

Washington, D. C.

Edward 0. Theisinger(_y



E. 0..Theisinger
7421 87 Road

Woodhaven 21, N. Y.
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National Investigations Committee
on Aerial Phenomena,

Washington, D. C.
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Mystery Object
Photographed

NEW YORK (AP) — A track
ing camera has photographed
a mysterious red object sighted
late last week over Chicago and
various East Coast areas.

The picture was taken last
Thursday at 8:51 p.m. toy a crew
of the Grumman Aviation En
gineering Corp. in Bethpage on
Long Island.

There is no scientific explan
ation as yet for the object,
which was reported traveling
east to west rather than on the
west to east trajectory common
to man-made satellites.



WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31# 1960

UFO Sighted Here Again
and estimated it was traveling at least twice as j
fast as the satellite.

Johnson said the private agency's report
added that the UFO was not seen on radar.
But possibly the object was not pinpointed or *
was beyond radar range, Johnson explained.

The National Investigations Committee has
been seeking for years to gain official recogni- j
tion of the existence of flying saucers. But
Johnson was emphatic that the object he saw
is not to be regarded as a flying saucer.

"It is a natural phenomenon which can be
explained in terms of present-day scientific
knowledge," he asserted. "Eventually, we ex
pect to be able to explain it, but thus far.
observations have been inadequate."

The director of the Adler Planetarium said
reports of the same or a similar UFO have,
been received,by the National Space Surveil
lance Control Center in New Bedford, Mass.
The installation, established by the Naval
Research Laboratory, is seeking more informa
tion.

The unidentified flying object (UFO) seen
here Friday night came back toChicago's skies
justbefore midnight Tuesday.

Observers at the Edgewater Beach Hotel
mdonwatch station reported sighting the UFO
at 11:50 p.m., approximately 45 degrees up
in_the southeast sky.

"It could be seen to change colors and get
dimmer ... as though it were moving west
ward," said Helen Gibbs, one of the observers.
"It was visible to us roughly 20 minutes," she
added.

The UFO was first reported by George
hlek, 35, of 8019 W. 124th, Palos Park, who
notified the moonwatchers. *

"It was very brilliant, as bright as the north
star, and constantly changing colors from gold
to green to red and yellow," he said. "It kind ^
of gives you an eerie feeling." Jilek said it wasJ
in sight to him for more than half an houi\jr

Since the original sighting in Chicag^oy
Robert I. Johnson, director of the Adler Plane
tarium, other sightings were reported Tuesday
by two sources in the Washington (D.C.) area.

The reports came from the National Inves
tigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena, a
private agency, and the Georgetown University
Observatory.

Johnson said the Georgetown scientists re
ported the object as being reddish and com
parable in brightness to a third-magnitude star.
The same color was reported by Johnson but
the object he saw was not as bright.

Both Johnson and the Georgetown observers
saw the object moving from east to west,
roughly the reverse of the direction of Echo,
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Mystery Object
Circling Earth
Associated Press.

CHICAGO, Aug. 31.—New
sightings of a mysterious uni
dentified object circling the
earth were reported yesterday.

Data concerning xhe object
was being compiled by Robert
I. Johnson, director of Chic
ago's Adler Planetarium, who
said the object appears to be
a tenth the size of the Echo I
balloon satellite and traveling
about twice as fast. IcJ isn't an
artificial satellite or a meteor,
he asserted.
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Report Awaited on Mystery Object * * ^, ,, ja^o

Sightings Here and Elsewhere Note
Echo Satellite Has Fast Companion

By Warren Romberg
Staff Beporter

An official Air Force evalua

tion of numerous reports on an
unidentified object sharing the
sky with Echo I is expected
Thursday.

An Air Force spokesman
said yesterday the Space Sur
veillance Center at Hanscom
Air Force Base, Bedford, Mass.,
has been collecting data on re
ported sightings of the strange,
red-glowing object. Hanscom
is attempting to determine
what kind of phenomenon—air
craft, satellite, natural phe
nomenon, unexplained object—
might explain it.

The strange object, moving
much more rapidly than Echo,
and apparently in a somewhat
opposed direction, was first
reported over the Washington
area last Wednesday night.

Simultaneous sightings were i
reported in the Boston area.
Wednesday and Thursday
nights, similar sightings were
reported over southern Con
necticut and Friday over Chi
cago and other areas.

The sources of the reports
include the Rev. Jules J. de-
Kort of the Georgetown Uni
versity Observatory; Robert I.
Johnson, director of Chicago's
Adler Planetarium and a net
work of amateur astronomers
reporting to him, and Prof.
Robert Brown, associate pro
fessor of earth sciences and
director of the planetary ob
servatory at Southern Connec
ticut State College, and ama
teur actronomers associated
with him.

Brown has estimated that
the "intruder" seems to be
following an orbit similar to
Echo's, but in an opposite di

rection. He explained its ap
parently greater speed by the
fact that it is following an
orbit opposed in direction to
that of the earth's rotation,
creating the same impression
of speed to an observer on
earth as would two trains pass
ing each other on parallel
tracks. Echo is moving in the
same direction as an observer
on earth.

A partial explanation of the
Washington area sightings,
however, is offered by the re
port that Air Force pilots
here have been heard to say
that they have taken advan
tage of their night flying time
to get a closer look at the Echo
satellite. Fighter-i n t e rcepter
aircraft, flying at about 30,000
to 35,000 feet reported ogling
Echo about the time "strange
object" sightings were made
here.



tysterious Red
lObject Photoed

BETHPAGE, N.Y. (AP) -
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Chicago's Adler Planetarium

.compiling data on the object
says it doesn't appear to be
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Mystery Object
Circling Earth

BETHPAGE, N.Y. (AP)—I
Amysterious reddish object
circling the earth has been
Photographed by a tracking
camera of the Grumman'
Aviation Engineering Corp
it was disclosed Wednesday.''

The flying object appears
to be about a tenth the size
of the Echo I balloon satel
lite and traveling about,

.twice as fast. Sightings
from amateur astronomers
and others have been re
ceived from throughout the!
United States. '

JX/Iur

Mystery Object
In Slcy Tracked

! NEW YORK, Sept. 1 (AP)._A
tracking camera has photograph
ed late last week over Chicago
ed late last aweek over Chicago
and various East Coast area,?
tj, ^piCture was taken last
Thursday at 8:51 P. M.(EDT) by
a crew of the Grumman Avia ionEngmeering Corp. in Bethpage

,on Long Island. s

I There is no scientific explanaJ
tion as yet for the object, which'

|was reported traveling eaTto!west rath than on th| £« £|
east trajectory common to man-
made satellites.

hJ!1?ting °f the mystery object!has been reported by residents 0
Long Island, Washington, Balti
.mor?' Boston and New Haven
in addition to Chicago. '

The tracking crew had been I
aking pictures of Echo I aS

stayed on watch to check on re
ports of the object.

it some leit because men- pa,-

Corp. in Bethpage, L. I., has
photographed the mysterious
reddish object sighted over
Chicago and various east coast
areas late last week.

The photograph was taken
at 8:51 p. m. last Thursday by

SkyObject
(Continued from page one)

Space Surveillance Control Cen
ter in Bedford, Mass., said the

,;• available data on sightings of
. the object is bein|r fedinto com-1
, puting machines in an effort 8

to determine its exact orbit but0 rthat few reliable observations C d
have been obtained. Most sight-

! Jngs, the spokesman said, are
imprecise as to the object's
angle above the horizon and the
exact time of observation

' „fJ?v, Wash.ln&ton, an official
of the National Investigations
Committee on Aerial Phenom
ena, a privately supported
group said the object was last
reported seen over Baltimore
Tuesday night. Richard Hall

: ff^etary of the organization!
said however, that a more re
liable report of sightings last
r^0nfSday tnd Thursday hadcome from Robert Brown di-1
rector of the observatory at
Southern Connecticut State
College and a former official
with the United States "Moon,
watch" civilian satellite track
ing program.

Mr. Hall said there has been
a sharp increase in the number
?Pn^Hentlfied flyinS objectsreported over the last few
aionths, particularly from
northern California. I

UlUlilHOn uj

tracking Camera Snaps
Mystery Object in Sky

By Philip S. Cook a Grumman tracking crew
A tracking camera of thel^!1 maintained a special

Grumman Aviation EngineeringC f°r the mystei'v object.
• - 6 Ihe crew remained on watch

after taking pictures of Echo I
in an attempt to verify reports
of visual sightings by Long
Island residents and other per- .
sons in Washington, Boston, ,
New Haven and Chicago.

As yet there is no explanation
for the object, which travels
from east to west rather than
in the west to east trajectory
common to man-made satel
lites. Earth satellites launched
by the United States and the
Soviet Union are put into west-
east orbits so as to take advan
tage of the extra speed ac
corded by the earth's rotation.

The object was seen over
Chicago at about 9 p. m. Friday
by Robert I. Johnson, director
of the Adler Planetarium, and
simultaneously by an assistant,
Frederick Henning. Both men
said the reddish light^appeared
in the sky shortly after Echo I
had passed overhead. They said
it was traveling about three
times the speed of Echo I.

Henry Courten, chief "of the
Grumman tracking stations,
said the object was sighted over
Bethpage twice on Friday night
and once on Monday. The first
Friday observation, at 8:10
P. m., was by an experienced
tracker. The later sighting, at
10.07 p. m., and the sighting on
Monday were less reliable
Grumman maintains tracking
cameras in Suffolk and New
London, Conn.

A spokesman for the National
6\Continuedonpage9, column1
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NEW YORK, SEPT. I <AP)<-A TRACKING CAMERA HAS PHOTOGRAPHED
A MYSTERIOUS RED OBJECT SIGHTED LATE LAST WEEK OVER CHICAGO AND

VARIOUS EAST COAST AREAS.

THE PICTURE WAS TAKEN LAST THURSDAY AT 8lM P.M. (EDT) BY A CREW OF
THE GRUMMAN AVIATION ENGINEERING CORP. IN BETHPAGE ON LONG ISLAND.

THERE IS NO SCIENTIFIC EXPUNATION AS YET FOR THE OBJECT, WHICH WAS
REPORTED TRAVELING EAST TO WEST RATHER THAN ON THE WEST TO EAST TRAJECTORY

COMMON TO MAN-MADE SATELLITES.

SIGHTING OF THE MYSTERY OBJECT HAS BEEN REPORTED BY RESIDENTS OF

LONG ISLAND, WASHINGTON, BALTIMORE, BOSTON AND NEW HAVEN IN
ADDITION TO CHICAGO.

THE TRACKING CREW HAD BEEN TAKING PICTURES OF ECHO I AND STAYED ON

WATCH TO CHECK ON REPORTS OF THE OBJECT.
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Mysterious Object
Sighted Over Chicago

New York Times Service

CHICAGO — The path a mys
terious reddish object took through
the sky has been reconstructed
from memory by the men who saw
it.

Robert I
Adler planetarium here, and an
assistant, Frederick Henning, spot
ted the object independently from
different sides of the dome of the
planetarium.

They picked it up with the un
aided eye while watching for Echo
I, the balloon satellite. Johnson
said he fixed it in binoculars for
about a minute as it moved over
Chicago from east to west.

He said it was going twice as
fast as the balloon satellite.

There was no way to estimate
its size, Johnson said, because

The plantetanum director said
that since he reported it he had
heard from private citizens and
amateur astronomers from upper
Michigan to Texas and from the
east to Missouri who said they

.[had seen it too.Johnson, director of The object was not a meteor or
a comet, he said, because it did
not move the way they do.

It was not a satellite, because it
was moving in the wrong direc
tion.

He said it could not be any
"hardware" separated from earth-
launched satellites because they
would orbit in the direction of the
parent satellites.

^ *. CtfARf$
SKY PUZZLE

BEDFORD-An attempt towork out an orbit for a „s
object reported in the skies
several times recently was un- r
der way yesterday at the Na-^
bona[Space Surveillance Con-0^
trol Center, Air Force Com-tK
mand and Control Division. "f*'

lhe heavenly body was gen-b^
erally described by astrono-l"
mers as of reddish color andj^l
moving from east to west, but~k ^
scientists here said thus far.i
«iey had only one solid ob-"f
servation to go on. This was A
the photographing of the cb-*^
ject at Bethpage, N. Y., last?
lhursday night.

C

{1

MYSTERY
OBJECT

IN THE

SKY
Photographs-' hays- .been

taken of a mysterious reddish
object that has been sighted
over U.S. east-coast cities and
Chicago. BuVnoohe can1 guess

•what' it Js. - f
An.'avia.tion engineering firm

| said one.qf its tracking crews
jsighted the-.objejit over Long
Island, twice last Friday night
and pnee- on Monday.

What'-observers have >foun$
strange: is that the -object
appears to' be travelling .from
east to west. Earth satellites
put into wbit' by the U.S. and
the Soviet Union have been
sent; ,wesit,.to east to take
advantage o£ the eJftra speed
frqm'the rotation.

$* spokesman fV the'r,V S.
National' 'Space- Surveillance
Control Centre said.'-it is^Ing
investigated '
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9-1-60
Thistle Road
Norwalk, Conn.

National Space Surveillance Center
New Bedford, Ivlass.

Gentlemen:

The enclosed clipping from the KuT.7 YORK TIMES 8-31-60 prompts
me to inform you of"the following instance, which may be of interest
to you.

On Wednesday night, 8-24-60, while watching for a passage of the
Echo I satellite over Riverside, Connecticut (about 30 miles east of
New York City in southern Fairfield County, Conn.) I observed an
unidentified object as follows:

Weather was t>erfectlv clear and the sun below the horizon. As I
recall, Echo transited about 8:50 in this area - as ascertained by
a phone call to the TILES which runs a service on this phenomenon,
beeing was very good and I had unobstructed horizons. I spotted
Echo I moving from the SW to the NE right on schedule. I saw it
while it was still west of my zenith and about 60 or $0 degrees
above the horizon. As I watched it, I became aware of a smaller,
less intense (less magnitude) object moving up from behind it on
a course exactly the same as that of Echo 1. It moved up rapidly
and overtook Echo just as the latter was about on my zenith. Assuming
the full moon to be a half degree in diameter, I would judge the
object passed within a degree and a half of Echo - and if I recall
rightly from memory it passed on the north side, or th the north of
Echo. It continued steadily on to the HE.

Itreminded me of nothing so much as the Sputniks which I watched
when they were launched in October of 1957. It moved rapidly and
steadily, showing no variations in luminosity and disappeared in
the HE - probably taking about five minutes to travel from horizon
to horizon, as contrasted with the much slower Echo I. It was slightly#
reddish. Because its course was so parallel to that of Echo, I entertain*
the notion that it might possibly be a rocket casing or other appara
tus from the launching of this balloon satellite, and must be travell
ing in the same directions as Echo, but at a presumably much lower
altitude - if its speed is any indication of its height. That the two
caught up and massed one another during a particular passage of Echo
I would assume* to be strictly fortuitous - if the two are truly related
as per this aesumution. I also thought at the time that it was possible
the object was one of the many satellites now in orbit, and just happen
ed to pass over at the same time and on the same course as Echo I.
Note that the object I sighted was moving in the same direction as
Echo, and not opposite to it as reported for the sighting mentioned in
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thc newspaper clipping.

That is the substance of what I have to report. There were no
corroborating witnesses with me at the time. I have not seen nor
heard of anyone else's having seen a similar object on the same
occasion in this area.

As to the validity of my observations - you might like to know I
am an amateur astronomer of some years standing, and a member of the
AAVSO. I am quite conversant with celestial observing both telescopicall:
and naked eye and feel I can give fairly accurate recordings of what
I see. The sighting reported was a naked eye observation.

Cordially

Bernard W. Powell

BlVP/bwp
co: National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena

7 IZlio /w^
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SSr* Robert I# Johnson,
Director

Tha Adler Planetarium
Chicago, Illinois*

Bear J3r* Johnson 1

flU&* 2&>S

% September i960

X have read two small articles in tha Louisville Courier*
Journal about an unidentified opjaot circling tha earth «*
t am certain X aaw it last night, r was sitting in tha back
yard of my apartment watching for Bono to appear* X vas
facing nearly directly aaat with a large area of sky open
to my view* Xt was a bright moonlight night about 20 minutes
of 11*00 o'clock P*M* whan it appeared #* it came from the
Southeast*.travelling fastor than ooho and aank into tha West*
slightly s« Wast I think* The moon and two planets wore
setting in tha Wast and tha aro (?) of the UFO was under one
of the planets »*mars X think*.and about on e plana with tha
brighter planet setting to tha right of the moon. Also a tree
on a rise in my y&rd standing about 80 feat was cut across tha
top few feat by the object as tha tree was between me and tha
UFO*

As the object approached the Wast it seemed to brighten or
flare up# the oolorfeae fairly bright to me #* a golden white*
Fosslbly the flare up was due to more moonlight, ate* X donft
know but it appeared to change intensity**not color*

She Courier-Journal article said you were receiving reports
from people across the country so 1 thought you might be able
to use the information X have*

Sincerely yours*

John G« Sweeney
137 St. Matthews Avenue
Louisville 7, Kentucky.



Sweeney insurance agency
137 ST. MATTHEWS AVENUE

LOUISVILLE 7, KENTUCKY

The UFO Investigator
1536 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, D. C.
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19£WSDAYfL0:K3 ISLAND,MEW YORK, Thursday, September 1, 1960

EXPERTS CLOUDY ON IDRITITY OP SET 9TRIB<1S .-. by Bob Oaro

It's not a satellite and 'It1* not a meteor* Any astronomer can tell
you that* And he can tell you its color and, to some extent, its speed*

There1 & just one thing he can't tell you - what it is« He can!t even
guess*

Thatfs the status at the moment of th© week-*long nationwide attempt to
identify the mysterious reddish objeet that has been circling the earth
sine lasst Thursday* Astronomer all over the country admit that they're
puzzled. One,, Frank Judson of Chlaago8s famed Adler Planetarium, says,

"I've been watching it for days* and I donft have the faintest idea
what it is* w --i

Lven taking a picture of the object hasn't helped. The ^ruimnan Aircraft
Engineering Corp, announced yesterday that a tracking camera at its
Bethpage plane had photographed the object at 8s51 PM last ^Thursday*
tiut, a ifrumraan spokesman added, "all the picture shows is a white line,
so we st511 canft even begin to make an identification.w The white line,
difficult to detect, was barely yisible even after the photo was en«
Larged*

Expert observers and juet plain citizens have.been catching glimpses of
the mysterious object in Long Island, Chicago, Washington, Boston, Bew
leaven, Chicago and points west* But the few eonelusions that they are
able to draw about its behavior only heighten® the mystery of what it is.

Judson, who has been st&dyin^ the object in conjunction with Robert I.
Johnson, director of the Adler Planetarium sums up the conclusions about
the thing this ways nXb*& not a meteor because it's much too slow* And
it*s not an artificial man-made satellite, of that we*re certain* The
object travels from east to west; every artificial satellite ever put up
has traveled from west to east* That1 a the only way in which they can
take advantage of the earth's rotation. *

The object, Judson said, doesnvt even have the decency to maintain a
regular schedule, like any other heavenly or man-made' object hefss ever
seen, "We don't know when to watch for it, w he sayjiu "It appears some
nights and some nights it doeanH* Usually it appears at? ©bout the tiate-
(the) Echo I (balloon satellite) a©es, going in the opposite direction
and about twice as fast*"

What could it possibly be? ^Between yon and vs», X just donft know,1*
Judson ssid*

Then he was asked an Inevitable question. '"No, " he replied* "Definitely
not. I do not believe in flying saucers..."

jffcfr

Oladys Pusaro
Huntington,-NY



NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNL, Thursday^ September 1, I960

TRACKBJG CAMFRA SlfAPS MYSTERY OBJECT IN SKY .. by Philip S, Cook*

A tracking camera of the Orunssaan Aviation Engineering Corp. in Bethpage, L,.
has photographed the mysterious reddish ob/j ect sighted over Chicago and vs|
lous east coast areas late last week*

The photograph.was taken at Bs 51 PM last Thursday by a Srmmaan tracking erej
which amintained a special wateh fo> the isystery objeet* The crew rem'aiiresl
on watch after taking pictures of Efefo I in an attexopt to verify reports
of visual sightings by Long Island residents and other persons in Washingto!
Boston, New Haven and Chicago*

As yet there is no explanation for the object, which travels from east to
west rather than in the west to east trajectory oosnoon to m&n~iBa4e satellite
Earth satellites launched by the lifted States and the Soviet ni@n are put
into wesfe-east orbits so as to. tatk* advantage of the extra speed accorded 03
the earth's rotation#

The object was seen over Chicago at about 9 PM Friday by Robert 1 Johnson,
director of th© Adler Planetarium, and simultaneously by an assistant, Fred
erick Hennlng. Both men said the reddish ll$ht appeared in the sky shortly
after Eoho I had passed overhead* They said it was traveling about three
times the speed of Echo I.

Henry Courten,. chief of the ^rumman tracking stations, said the object was
sighted over Bethpage twice on Friday night and once on Monday*'The first
Friday observation, at 8i 10 PM5 was by an experienced tracker. The later
t gating, at 10s07 PM, and the sighting on Monday were less reliable*Orummar

intains tracking cameras in Suffolk and Haw London, Conn,

A spokesman for the National Space Surveillance Control Cebter in Bedford,
Mass., said the available data on sightings of the object is bein'J fed into
computing machines in an effort to determine its exact orbit but that few
reliable observations have been obtained* Most sightings, the spokesman saic
are impreeiae as to the object's asagle above the horizon and the exa@t time
of observation*

In Washington, an official of the Hat ion al investigations Committee on Aerls
Phenomena, a privately supported groups said the object was last reported
seen over Baltimore Tuesday night* Richard H*llt secretary of the organisatj
sald^ however., that a mere reliable report of sightings last Wednesday mn^J
Thursday had come from Robert Brown, director of the observatory at Souther
Connecticut State College and a former official with the vnited States wMoo^
watch*1 civilian satellite tracking program*

Mr. Hall said there has been a sharp increase in the number of unidentified
flying objects reported o&er the last few months, particularly from
northern California*

###

Gladys Fusar©
Buntinp;ton,$Y
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stery Object in Sky
By Philip S. Cook

A tracking camera of the
Grumman Aviation Engineering
Corp. in Bethpage, L. I., has
photographed the mysterious
reddish object sighted over
Chicago and various east coast
areas late last week.

The photograph was taken
at 8:51 p. m. last Thursday by

(Continued from page one)

Space Surveillance Control Cen
ter in Bedford, Mass.,'said the
available data on sightings of
the object is being fed into com
puting machines in an effort
to determine its exact orbit but
.♦hat few reliable observations
have been obtained. Most sight
ings, the spokesman said, are
imprecise as to the object's
angle above the horizon and the
exact time of observation.

In Washington, an official
of the National Investigations
Committee on Aerial Phenom
ena, a privately supported
group, said the object was last
reported seen over Baltimore
Tuesday night. Richard Hall,
secretary of the organization,
said, however, that a more re
liable report of sightings last
Wednesday and Thursday had
come from Robert Brown, di
rector of the observatfory at
Southern Connecticut State
College and a former official
with the United States "Moon
watch" civilian satellite track
ing program.

Mr. Hall said there has been
a sharp increase in the number
of unidentified flying objects
reported over the last • few
months, particularly from

'northern California.

a Grumman tracking crew
which maintained a special sp|
watch for the mystery object
The crew remained on watch
after taking pictures of Echo I
in an attempt to verify Reports
of visual sightings by Long
Island residents and other per
sons in Washington, Boston,
New Haven and Chicago.

As yet there is no explanation
for the object, which travels
from east to west rather than
in the west to east trajectory
common to man-made satel
lites. Earth satellites launched
by the United States and the
Soviet Union are put into west-
east orbits so as to take advan
tage of the extra speed ac
corded by the earth's rotation.
I The object was seen over
|Chicago at about 9p. m. Friday
by Robert I. Johnson, director
of the Adler Planetarium, and
simultaneously by an assistant,
Frederick Henning. Both men
said the reddish light appeared
in the sky shortly after Echo I
had passed overhead. They said
it was traveling about three
times the speed of Echo I.

Henry Courten, chief of the
Grumman tracking stations,
said the object was sighted over
Bethpage twice on Friday night
and once on Monday. The first
Friday observation, at 8:10
p. m., was by an experienced
tracker. The later sighting, at
10.07 p. m., and the sighting on
Monday were less reliable
Grumman maintains tracking

I cameras in Suffolk and New
London, Conn,

t a spokesman for the National
. Continued, onpage9, column 3 \
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SkyObject
(Continued from vMe one)

Space Surveillance Control Cen
ter in Bedford, Mass., said the
available data on sightings of
the object is being fed into com
puting machines in an effort
to determine its exact orbit but
that few reliable observations
have been obtained. Most sight
ings, the spokesman said, are.
imprecise as to the object si
angle above the horizon and the
exact time of observation.

In Washington, an official
of the National Investigations
Committee on Aerial Phenom
ena a privately supported
group, said the object was last
reported seen over Baltimore
Tuesday night. Richard Hall,
secretary *oi the organization,

. said, however, that a more re
liable report of sightings last
Wednesday and Thursday had
come from Robert Brown, di
rector of the observatory at
Southern Connecticut StateI
college and a former official
with the United States "Moon
watch" civilian satellite. track
ing program.

Mr Hall said there has been
a sharp increase in the number
of unidentified flying objects
reported over the last few
months, particularly
northern California.

from!



3 V. S. Agencies Try To Track
Strange New Object In Space

BEDFORD, Mass. (AP) - The*
National Space Surveillance Con
trol Center, Air Force Command
and Control Development Divi
sion, said it is trying to work out
an orbit 'for a strange object re
ported several times recently.

But the scientists here said that
thus far they have had only one
solid observation to go on — the
photographing of the object by a
Grumman Aviation Engineering
Corp. at Bethpage, N.Y., last
Thursday night.

Astronomers have reported see
ing the heavenly body generally
described as of reddish color and
moving from east to west, but
even the astronomers' observa
tionshave notbeen preciseenough
to provide a good fix on the ob
ject. , . . ,.

Most of the reports have indi
cated that the body was moving
more rapidly than the Echo I
balloon satellite.

Lack of precise data has made
it impossible to guess at its eleva
tion above the earth. Its east-to-
west motion, unlike the paths of
manmade satellites, discounted
the likelihood that it might be

- "sky junk" from some earlier
satellite.

Complicating the observation
problem, from the standpoint of
the satellite observers, are a va
riety of reports — apparently of
other things moving in the sky.

One of the latest reports re
ceived by the Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory in nearby
Cambridge came from Dedham,

.a Boston suburb where two boys,
who had been watching the sky
with a telescope Monday night
while awaiting a mid-evening pass
by Echo I, saw another object.

Mrs. Joseph F. Mueller said
she had been inclined to dismiss
as unimportant the reports of her
sons, William, 14, and Stephen, 11,
that they had seen a strange light
Monday night. But she reported
to Smithsonian after learning of
other observations of a mystery
object.

At the space surveillance con
trol center, however, doubt was
expressed that the boys had ob
served a satellite, because of the
unusual motion. The boys con
ceded it might have been a plane,
but because they often had seen
planes in the night sky while
watching planets and stars, and
because the light they saw was
not accompanied by red or green
lights, or any sound, they doubted
it was a plane.

They said a steady white light
appeared in the east travelingappeareu u, uie cao, «» * peared to move in a U-turn to-
toward the southwest and moving ward the northeast before they!
three or four times as fast as|lost it. They said it moved too
Echo. While they watched, it ap- fast for telescope observation.



Major Donald Keyhoe
1536 Connecticut Ave, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Sir:

September 8, i960

On August 18, I960 while taking pictures of Echo I also got
a strange object on the same negatives with Echo.
This object was traveling at a very high rate of speed.
There were two pictures taken one immediately after the other
which are labled 1 and 2. The irregular paths of both objects
is because the camera had to be hand held at this time because
of• the quick sighting of the strange object.

This object or what appears to be the same object has been
sighted two times by myself and others since the taking of
this picture. Each time of sighting of the strange object
it has appeared in the Northern sky and going in a North
East direction. I have seen this object twice with the Echo
and once without it.

You may,keep these pictures for your own collection, as I
have both negatives. If you find it desirable or convenient
to publish them for further study in magazines, newspapers
and etc. you may do so, but any rewards derived from such
must be forwarded to me.

I was referred to you by Mr. Hugh McPherson announcer on
radio station W C H S Charleston, ¥. Va.

Yours Truly,

Mrs. Ethel H. Bennett

5525 Washington Ave, S. E.
Charleston k9 W. Va.



Major Donald Keyhoe
1536 Connecticut Ave, N. W,
Washington 6, D. C.

/ Iv/v ^

Ethel H. Bennett • ^ r?^"C!
1525 Washington Ave, S. E.
Charleston U5 W. Va.



Civilian U. F. O. Research

DAVID L. DAUGHTERS,

DIRECTOR

To: APRO
4740 E. Cooper
Tucson, Ariz.

& NIOAP
1536 Conn. Ave, NW
Washington 6, D.C.
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4134 North Drake Avenue

Chicago is, Illinois

KEYSTONE 9-6238

5 Sep I960

Subjects Recent increase of sightings in Chicago area,
report number two.

Again, 1 am combining th&s report.

Sighting reports have finally dropped off, the last, surge
being the night of the 1st. In my opinion many of these reports
resulted directly from the publicity given the subject recently.
By this I mean that a man reads that Adler Planetarium officials
saw something, so he goesout and sees a star refracting, runs in
the house and calls Adler or the Moonwatch Station (where I am a
member)* Topical of this type was the report of a woman who called
and said she saw a Mffi bright object moving slowly through the
sky; after questioning her it seemed to me that it sounded like a
star that I was looking at (the telephones at the Moonwatch shack
allow you to walk outside). I asked how long she had been looking
at it: "About a minute". Other calls described Echo I; one person
even called simply because Echo came into view 5 minutes before
she thought It would.

However, there remains a solid core of reports that remain
a mystery. Best known among these are the Adler observations of
the 26th of August
night of the 30th*

and the Moonwatch Station's sighting of the

I spent about three hours at Adler last Friday afternoon and
talked with Mr. Johnson. They still don't know what it was and
have received many reports of a similar object seen throughout the
nation. Personally, Mr. Johnson feels it can be explained, but he
is a true scientist: If he finds out what it was, he'll tell you;
if he can't, he{U admit it. As far as an interplanetary origin of
UFOs, he'll believe it when it is proven (and to be honest with
you, I don't think it has been actually proven yet, either).

You are probably curious about the Moonwatch sighting: To
avoid any speculation and/or mis-information, the below is quoted
from the station log of 30 Aug 60:

r



Civilian U. F. O. Research

DAVID L. DAUGHTERS,

DIRECTOR

4134 North Drake Avenue

Chicago is. Illinois

keystone 9-6238

U.F.O. Spotted
Changed colors - red & green & gold & white.

Flickering. SSE moving Very, Very slow West. View
ed for approx. 20 min. from 0450 to 0510 31 Aug 60
UT. First sighted here from GOC tower. Went up to
heliport and sighted it a little above and Just
slightly east of flag pole. Reported to S.A.O.

I asked one of the ones who saw it (I wasn't up there that
night) how bright it was; she said it was in the haze and there
fore not too clearly visible.

A woman living about 8 miles from the station reported that
she saw a red object with flickering blue lights for an hour as
it moved slowly toward the SW. If these were M reports of the
same object (she saw It 1.20'd ati), a rougn calculation puts it
altitude at about 26,000 ft.

mmtmmwm

All together, perhaps 200 reports were given to me, Moonwatch,
and to Adler.

You are probably aware of the Space Age CluB Convention now in
progress here in Chicago. I had an opportunity to go down there last
Friday night along with Mr. Faxon, our Moonwatch teamleader, who was
giving them a speech about satellite activities. It is a cult 1st
group - definitely I

I'm not going to list all reports that I have on hand. When I
get more definite data regarding them I'll report the good ones.

Regarding the last report (sent in 27 Aug 60), # 3 was probab
ly con-trails of aircraft reflecting sunlight.

Note to APRO: In reference to your desire for maps: I wanted to
get a set of maps for plotting and called the Texaco Touring Service
office here in the city. They let me have a complete set of state
maps at no charge. Maybe you'd have the same luck with your local
Texaco office.

Note to NICAP: Mr. Johnson of Adler has you report form and
letter, but I doubt he'll complete it. At leafet that's the Impres
sion I got from talking to him. I put in a good word, however,
what It's worth. Also, Mr. Hall: what about the
quested about a local affiliate?

for

re-

Note to bofch: I would
conclusion of study I sent
Mar 60.

anformatlon I

stiix appreciate comment regarding the
about the Dubuque, Iowa sighting of 4

Sincerely; _^
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By Bob Caro

It:* ^ a satellite and it's act a mete*. Any «tn»>.
onict rfn *B you that. AM he csa tell you its cqloi Wt.
to some extent, its speed fc

1W? i»t one thing he can't te41 you-whjt it is.

nationwide attempt to identify the mysterious reddish
obecMhaUasiJn circling the earth since last HiursdavXoLncis all oxer the conntjv.dn.it thatthev a
nuzzled One, Frank Judson of Chicago s famed Adler
Cetanum, iavs, "I've been watching it for da>s. and
1 don't have the faintest idea what it is

Even tak.ng apicture of the object hasn t helped lht
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp announced yester

&& •

day that a tracking camera at Us Bethpage pbnt had

d^^^j^wa ad&d, & the PfCfcKC W**fc

idcntificatioa-T^lB white Bne, d*#t to detect, *sb
bafch; Msiblfcwjtf **ter the photo was enlarged _

\ Expert o&fcS^rs and jest plain citizens have JW
*caUhuJg glrdM^tflf the mystenous object tn tag faM
Chta* \*8B^. Boston, New Haven Chrcago «*d
points west. $itthe few covdinm that they are able to
«i«» about ^ behavior ohry heightens the rayifery o*
what it is. '-- , . ^v/v<„,Judson, ^ ta J»e» studying the object in coo-
junction wi$ Robert 1 J#*mo», director of the Mfcr
Pfcnetaiium, sums up th*'conclusions about the WW&,
this way "It's not Ameteor hccu.se it's much too stow.

.^^^ V

h^rb<t. r.p*rK^*loi fymp>n M*ioG*4rf

And it's not an artificial man-made satellite, of that we^l
certain. 11i<r object irave&
oal satellite e\ei pot up L
That's the only way m \*fek»i
fh# earth's rotation.* ;.

The object, Jisdsoft saS
to maintain a legtttef *s|c«J

-or *mau-ana<f& object «&,
when to wafefe for it," he
aad some nights it doesn'
the f»a»e (the) Echo I {racoon
opposite direction and about

What could it possib'y 1,
1 just don't know," Judson sagi

Then he was asked an i
replied. "Dcfmikh not. I do

No," be
spicer*/*
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men wfce aad seen —^_i^.

Adler plaiietsartum *&**£*
assistant, Frederick HenrdRfc^Sott„object Independently
from dUteent fidesoj ttedome
6f the planetarium Friday night.

•Sey picked It up without
visual a** while watchtaf for
BAft X. Jthe United States bid-
las* satellite, to P« •£* ££
area. H>. Johnson said he thenSS U in WnocjUaxs and
watched it for a minute as it
moved over Chicago from east
to west, a course opposite to
Uiat of Echo I.

He said the red object was
going twice as fast asthe bal
loon satellite, which orbits at a
speed of W.000 miles anlhow

Mr. Johnson said tonight that
<- he was Informed today that
^ astronomersat GeorgetownUn

iversity in Washington saw the
.c object Wednesday.

His informant was the Na-
s tional Investigations Committee
..on Aerial Phenomena. Washing
ton, a privately supported grouo
"'that asked him for further.data,

on the mystery object. He said
the National Space Surveillance
•"•onter at New Bedford. Mass.,
also had asked for more inlor--
niation. j

night in abackyard ota "^Ig^S^earEr ffr year.'/
tial district. When first •Pew PnSectfees said the package|tbey were glowing 1^ «^wML^y w«udbe fcrwarded to
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led tocall
m *? IS«HSrWth1 ton "Ilttdoesn't bunt open first,.exarru>e tliejn^aittr^tnei^ Marthuia or something;

lair
Dr. Brown said, after a p«Um

•inary investigation, that JJ* "j*
P Iterial was not from a meteor.He
^ said they could have corn«(from
1** a space vehicle which had re

entered the atmosphere.
TSPscientist said the direction£
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I Sky Object
g. (Continued from page one)
*"Space Surveillance Control Cen

ter in Bedford, Mass.. said the
^available data on sightings of

^the object isbeing fed into com-
ffjputing machines in an effort
y to.determine its^ exact orbit but
•$: that few reliable observations
jtfjiave been obtained. Most sight-
lj!-Jngs, the spokesman said, are
| Imprecise as to the object's
j^angle above the horizon and the

exact time of observation.
r.. ..In Washington, an official

of the National Investigations
•^Committee on Aerial Phenom
*.Jena, a privately supported
£ ^group, said the object was last
;- reported seen over Baltimore
!5 Tuesday night. Richard Hall,
jjj: secretary of the organization,
15 said, however, that a more re-
jjt liable report of sightings last
}2 Wednesday and Thursday had
income from Robert Brown, di-
,n rector of the observatory at
*v Southern Connecticut State
^.College and a former official
£~with the United States "Moon-

fe watch" civilian satellite track
s' ing program.
a Mr. Hall said there has been
m a sharp increase in the number
a of unidentified flying objects
| reported over the last few
J months, particularly from
|?Jtaorthern California.

Tracking Camera Snaps
Mystery Object in Sky

~oiumn 2

By Philip S. Cook

A tracking camera of the
Grumman Aviation Engineering
Corp. in Bethpage, L. I., has
photographed the mysterious
reddish object sighted over
Chicago and various east coast
areas late last week.

The photograph was taken
at 8:51 p. m. last Thursday by

Sequel to Storm ^H*- 1^^
T. A., Clancy Dispute Blame
Over Breakdown in Queens

By David Miller
Everybcdy blamed everybody

else yesterday as the city in
vestigated the cause of the sub
way and road breakdowns
Tuesday in Queens.

It was a case of everybody's
talking about the weather and
wondering why nobody had
done anything to protect New
Yorkers from it.

BMT and IND subway service
and the Long Island Express
way returned to normal yester
day, but transit experts and
city officials admitted similar
floodings and breakdowns could
and probably would happen
again.

John T. Clancy, Queens
Borough President, told the
Transit Authority it had done
a "terrible job" during the
violent thunder shower that
brought terror and confusion to
33,000 subway passengers.

The T. A. blamed Queens

for inadequate ' storm drains.
Queens blamed the T. A. for
not pumping long and hard
enough.

Thousands of passengers
blamed the T. A. for apparently
sitting on its hands. The T. A.
said the public had ignored
warnings and compounded the
troubles.

Passengers said the T. A.
never told any one what to do
in an emergency. The T. A.
said the publie wouldn't listen.

The storm, bringing .96 of an
inch of rain from 1:25 p. m. to
6:19 p. m., sent millions of gal
lons of water cascading down
subway steps and through grat
ings, flooding the third rail and
blocking service for as long as
seven hours.

Confusion followed as lights
failed, temperatures soared and
fans came to a stop. No serious
accidents were reported, but
Continued on page 13, column 6

a Grumman tracking crew
which maintained a special
watch for the mystery object.
The crew remained on watch
after taking pictures of Echo I
in an attempt to verify reports
of visual sightings by Long
Island residents and other per
sons in Washington, Boston,
New Haven and Chicago.

As yet there is no explanation
for the object, which travels
from east to west rather than
in the west to east trajectory
common to man-made satel
lites. Earth satellites launched
by the United States and the
Soviet Union are put into west-
east orbits so as to take advan
tage of the extra speed ac
corded by the earth's rotation.

The object was seen over
Chicago at about 9 p. m. Friday
by Robert I. Johnson, director
of the Adler Planetarium, and
simultaneously by an assistant,
Frederick Henhing. Both men
said the reddish light appeared
in the sky shortly after Echo I
had passed overhead. They said
it was traveling about three'
times the speed of Echo I.

Henry Courten, chief of the
Grumman tracking stations,
said the object was sighted over
Bethpage twice on Friday night
and once on Monday. The first
Friday observation, at 8:10
p. m., was by an experienced
tracker. The later sighting, at
10.07 p. m., and the sighting on
Monday were less reliable
Grumman maintains tracking
cameras in Suffolk and New
London, Conn.

A spokesman for the National
Continued on page 9, column 1



in operating his union's
health and welfare fund.

CAMERA SNAPS

OBJECT IN SKY

OVER NEW YORK
The* mysterious reddish

object sighted in the sky
last Friday night by Robert
I. Johnson, director of
Adler planetarium, was
photographed by trackingj
stations of the Grumman j
Aviation Engineering corpo-i
ration at Long Island, N. Y., |

-\ it was announced Wednesday
night. i

The company reported it!
photographed the object,)
which moves from east to

west in the sky rather than j
from west to east as do man-'

mad£ satellites, again last!
Monday night after a special!
watch had been established. |

Johnson said he has re

ceived reports from persons
all over the country who
sighted the object, and that
he expects to receive copic\
of the Grumman photograph ]
fin. a few days. He said that]
til accuratae information he.
can assemble will be sent to'
the National Space Surveil
lance Control center in Bed
ford, Mass.
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EchoReported
StUPDoing Fine'

Associated Press

The space agency said yps
terday that the Echo satellite
"still looks good" and at 8
a. m. completed its 268th whirl
around the earth at a 1000-
mile altitude.

The latest word on the sat-
tellite came in response to a
query, elicited by a report
from a man in Davenport,
Iowa, that he saw the satellite
disappear in a trail of flame
while watching it at 11:05
(EST) last night.

A spokesman for the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space
Administration said it has re
ceived other reports from the
public that a "red object" was
sighted in the skies at the
same time. Echo was ob
served. But the spokesman
said any such object "has
nothing to do with Echo."
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Unidentified Words Fly
By "Harold Stainer

Of The Review Staff

Newspapers across the country
are receiving reports of unidenti

fied flying objects. A mysterious
reddish object has been sighted
over Chicago and various East
Coast areas by persons on the
watch for the Echo I satellite.

Last night some unidentified
editors held a discussion on the
subject over the New York Herald
Tribune News Service teletype
network.

As it worked out, the editors
paused at the end of their wire
conversation to ponder the mys
teries of such electronic commu
nications and to wonder at the
vagaries of just who was saying
what.

But it was probably only an un
identifiedflying newspaper.

Here is the conversation as it

came in on the service's teletype
at the Herald and Review:

"To all points—this is the Wash
ington Post—has anyone seen
mysterious objects that have been
appearing with Echo 1. Are we
the only ones?"

"This is the Sun-Times of Chi
cago. There are a large number of
these calls coming in here. They
have been increasing in the last
four days. We're very interested
in other points that are getting
these calls."

Air Defense Checked

"This is the Oklahoman (Okla

homa City, Okla.). We checked
with air defense last night to find
out that the Air Force has been
sending up a large number of
weather balloons in the last few
days-with large lights attached to
them. This would account for the
objects that have been seen in this
area."

"But not in Chicago. They're
traveling at three times the speed
of Echo."

"This is the Post again, We
have sighted two red objects that
appear at the same time as Echo,
traveling three or four times fast
er than Echo, but moving in the
opposite direction. Their paths
seem always to intersect Echo's
path, at least from our perspec
tive."

"The two objects are in forma
tion, one behind the other and
maintaining a constant distance
between each other—Sun-Times."

"Post here—The Air Force has
said nothing, although George

town Observatory has been track
ing the objects. If the Army knows
anything about them, they're not
talking, either. We suspect they're
planes flying at extremely7 high
altitude, but unable to distinguish
any green navigation lights."

Pictures Taken

"Planitarium here in Chicago
(Sun Times) has spotted these
things and a photographer has
taken pictures of them in New
York. The planitarium hasn't been
able to explain what it has seen,
so I discount the plane explana
tion."

"Affirmative—the speed and al
titude are not compatible for any
known aircraft—they are going
too fast to be very high...."

From here on newspaper editors
break into the conversation with

out identifying themselves as they
realize that there is more than

Shell Kills
15 Yanks

Grafenwoehr, Germany,

Sept. 2 (AP)

Fifteen Americann soldiers were

killed and 28 injured today when
an artillery shell exploded among
them during a trafning exercise
here, the Army announced.

It was the worst training acci
dent for ground troops ever reg
istered by the 250,000-man Amer
ican force stationed in Germany.

An Army announcement said
the shell landed outside the "ar

tillery impact area" and exploded
in a tent camp in this training
area.

The announcement described all

casualties as members of a 3rd
Armored Division cavalry unit.
An investigation is under way.

Names of the dead and injured
were withheld.

Grafenwoehr, situated in north
ern Bavaria about 30 miles from!
the Czechoslovak frontier, is the
biggest training area for the quar
ter of a million American soldiers
in Germany.

just casual interest in the un
known objects, seemingly always
sighted about the time Echo 1 ap
pears overhead.

And, then they realize that one
teletype station is unknown.

"Who do we have with us to
night interested in the unidentified
flying object?"

"Washington (D. C.) Post."
"Sun-Times (Chicago)."
"Who is the third party?"
"I have no idea . . . probably

there isn't any third party."
"Who was it that asked who was

interested?"

"I toldja there was a third
party."

"What?"

"0"



Professor Says

Fiery Ashes Could Be Rocket
Whatever it was that dropped

out of the sky into an Edgewood
Street backyardSunday night had
neighbors, police and a space
scientist still puzzled Monday.

Several residents of an apart
ment house at .86-88 Edgewood St,
called police attention to a fiery
substance that was found at the
rear of the building Sunday night.
The fragments, after being ex
tinguished with water, were
turned over to police.
Burned Brightly

One woman told police the ob
ject burned brightly after it
"whished from the air into the
rear yard. Another woman near
by reported sighting a brilliant
object passing over head about
the time the burning fragment
landed in her neighbors' backyard.

Prof. Robert L. Brown, head of
Moonwatch Station 087 in New
Haven, came to Hartford Monday
night to view the fragments. He
ruled out the possibility that the
particles were from a meteor or
that they came from anything
launched locally. However, he
said they may have possibly come
from a space vehicle which has
re-entered the atmosphere.

"The direction has been estab
lished as coming from the south
west moving to the northeast,"
he said. "The angle at which it
impacted shows a heading which
corresponds to the general angle
at which the sputniks would cross
this latitude.

"There's a reasonably good
chance that this particle may be
a fragment from an orbited satel
lite, possibly Sputnik IV which
broke into many particles after
its launching earlier this year."

Prof. Brown said the fragments

See FIERY ASHES Page %

SPUTNIK OR STARJ DUST? Prof. Robert Brown of Southern
Connecticut College thinks the fragments found Sunday "in the
rear of 86-88 Edgewood St. could be particles from the rocket
carrier of one of the Russian sputniks. The cinder-like scraps
are definitely not from a meteorite, the astronomy professor
said.. In photo, Edward Moran kneels in spot where fragments
were found while his mother, Mrs. Daniel Moran, looks on.
Insert shows the fragments taken to police headquarters, where
Prof. Brown viewed them Monday (Courant Photo by Philip J.
Acquaviva).
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Fiery Ashes:
(Continued from Page 1)

bear no resemblance to a metal

lic or stony meteor. He explained
they appear composed of a light
weight metal that has been oxi
dized in flight.

Mrs. George Emmons told po
lice she heard a hissing sound in
the air as she stood in a rear
hallway of the apartment house.
She added she went to the back
yard and saw what appeared to
be a conical shaped bluish-green
flare burning brightly.

A janitor at the building, John
Libano, put the fire out with wa

~J\arol .. Opticians
Glasses Prescriptions Pilled
Contact Lenses (All Types)

Artificial Eyes (Plastic)

Consult Your Eye Physician
739 Main S*. Tel. JA 2-6848

ter and the fragments were
turned over to police.

Mrs. Angela Moran, about the
same time Sunday night, report
ed seeing a glowing object pass
ing overhead from southwest to
northwest. The two incidents were
not connected until Monday.

State Woman Injured,
Companion is Killed

POUND RIDGE, N.Y. W - A
New York City woman was killed
Mondayand a Connecticut woman
was injured slightly when their
sports car ran off Route 143 and
struck a stone wall. I

Gale Spindler, 22, of New York J
City, passenger in the car, was
killed.

The driver, Mrs. Jacqueline
Isaacson of Wilton, Conn., was
treated at-No*#terai Westchester
Hospital, Mwairlftiico^iand re
leased, ^l* 't-M^i' ':•«.•-'.



St. Louisan

Reports Seeing

UFO in Illinois
m^r That unidentified flying object

'" . y which does not appear to be an
rA< artificial satellite was observed

r n by a Clayton amateur astron-
%'" omer, he reported Thursday..

^ Paul Williamson was?'at the
|̂ J Du Quoin, 111., State ijair. It
1> was 9:28 p. m. CDT Wednesday

t*

14,

£

l*Z that he saw the object with a
^* pair of powerful binoculars, at

* •an angle of about 60 degrees,

traveling •south - southeast to
north-northwest, and he followed
it for about three minutes.

"It was very bright in the
sense that it shed a bright white
light about every second, and
when the light was off, there was
a red glow which seemed about
four times the diameter of the
light," he said.

"It was traveling much faster
than Echo (the U. S. ballon
satellite), perhaps three times
as fast and its orbit was differ
ent from that of any Russian or
American satellite we know
about," he said. "I haven't the
remotest idea what it was."

The unidentified flying object
has been photographed by a
tracking camera in Chicago, and
Adler's Planetarium in Chicago
is compiling data — part of it
obtained from amateur astron
omers over the nation — about
its appearance, timing and orbit.

Mr. Williamson, district man
ager of Sweet's Catalogue Serv
ice, a division of F. W. Dodge
Corporation, lives at 8008 Orlan
do dr., Clayton.

Did Piece Of Satellite Fall in Conn.?
|QfeO

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 6 (AP)
—Two objects that fell flaming
from the sky and plowed into
the back yard of an apartment
house will be sent to the Nation
al Aeronautics and Space Admin
istration in Washington, police
said.

a fragment froman orbiting sat-
elite, possibly Sputnik IV,which
broke into many particles after
its launching earlier this year.

A woman who lived nearby
told police she saw a brilliant
object overhead about the time
the objects came to earth in the
yard. ___«•»••«•«•

Police said the small chunks i
landed with a hissing sound Sun-'
day night.

Prof. Robert L. Brown, of
Southern Connecticut State Col
lege, said:

"There's a reasonably .good
chance that this particle may be

78 aHjelfeiemnflBulletin Philadelphia. Tuesday. Sb^ember *• l960

^.S. to Study
Slcy Fire Objects

HARTFORD, Conn., Sept.. 6
(AP)._Two objects that fell
flaming from the sky and plowed
into the back yard of an apart
ment: house will be sent to the|
National Aeronautics and Spacej
Administration in Washington
police said Tuesday.

The small chunks landed with
a hissing sound Sunday night

Prof. Robert L. Brown of
Southern Connecticut State Col
lege said:

"There's a reasonably good
chance that this may be a frag
ment from an orbitingSatellite
possibly Sputnik IV, which broke
into many particles after its
launching earlier this year.''

Professor Says
Fallen Fragments
May Be Sputnik

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 6—
(AP)—Two objects that fell'
flaming from the sky and
plowed into the back yard of
an apartment house will be
sent to the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration
in Washington, police said.

Police said the small chunks
landed with a hissing sound
Sunday night.

Professor Robert L. Brown
of Southern Connecticut State
College \ said there was a
"reasonably good chance" that
they could be fragments from
an orbiting satellite, possibly
Sputnik IV, which broke into
many particles after its
launching earlier this year.

Brown ruled out the possi
bility that they might have
been fragments from a me--
teor or something launched
locally. He said the particle
he examined, a little larger
than a man's fist, was appar
ently some lightweight metal,
possibly an alloy containing
aluminum or magnesium.

THE-PHILADELPHIA .INQUIRER,.WEDNESDAY MORNING. .SEPTEMBER .7. 1960



EXAMINE FRAGMENTS: Two scientists
from the Meteoric' Section of the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Mass.,
examine' fragments which landed in an Edge-
wood Street yard Sunday night, apparently com
ing from outer space. Taking part in the ex
amination at Police Headquarters Tuesday are,

left to right, Prof. Robert L. Brown of Moon-
watch Station 087, New Haven; Scott Wickett
and Pedro J. Koparas of the Smithsonian Ob
servatory, and Police Capt. Thomas J. Hankard.
The scientists took the fragments to the ob
servatory for .laboratory analysis (Courant
Photo by Arthur J. Warmsley).

May Be Sputnik

Scientists Take Cinders
For Laboratory Testing

Fragments of! what probably
may be the first man-made "Me
teorite" ever to be recovered were
taken from Hartford to. Cam
bridge, Mass., Tuesday for labora
tory analysis.

Two representatives of the Me-
teoritic Section of the Smithson
ian Astrophysical Observatory,
Cambridge, and Prof. Robert L.
Brown, head of Moonwatch Sta
tion 087, New Haven, examined
the fragments Tuesday at Police
Headquarters.
Fiery Metallic Lumps

The strange, metallic lumps
were found flaming hot in a back
yard on Edgewood Street Sunday
night, v

Prof. Brown said it may be
some time before the substance
is positively identified, but that
Tuesday's examination indicated
the pieces were of an aluminum
alloy. This made it practically
certain, he said, that they are
burned-out fragments of a man-
made satellite.

"If this is confirmed," he said,
"it" will be the first recorded re
covery of satellite fragments."

Scott Wickett and Pedro J. Ko-
pars- of the Smithsonian Observ
atory took the fragments to Cam

bridge Tuesday afternoon after
briefly examining them here.

Meanwhile, the possibility grew
that the pieces.may have been only
part of a "shower" of fragments
which may have hit the state
Sunday night. An Ellington resi
dent reported finding strange
charcoal - like fragments in his
yard Monday morning, and at
least one other Connecticut resi
dent reported seeing meteor-like
streaks in the sky late Sunday
night.

If the Hartford- fragments, are
identified as satellite remains,
there is' the possibility, Prof.
Brown said, that they came from
Russia's Sputnik IV which-disin
tegrated earlier this year.

He did not discount the possi
bility that the state had been hit
by a shower of fragments. He
noted that Sputnik II scattered
fragments over a wide area of
the Caribbean when it re-entered
the earth's atmosphere.

Probability, he said, favors the
likelihood of a shower of frag
ments in such 'an event rather
than the falling of a single small
cluster of- fragments such as those
found in the Edgewood Street
yard. '
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Space Scientists to Study
Mystery Objects That Fell

Special to the Herald Tribune
HARTFORD, Conn., Sept. 6.

—Mysterious objects from the
sky, which burned brightly with
a blue-green light when they
plunged hissing into a backyard
here Sunday, will be sent to
Federal space scientists for
analysis, police said today.

The objects appear to be
chunks of a lightweight metal,
possibly aluminum or magne
sium, ranging in size between a
man's fist and a paving stone.

Speculation was that they
came from an orbiting satellite,
possibly the Soviet Sputnik IV,
which disintegrated in space

earlier this year, The angle at
which the objects struck would
correspond to the path followed
by satellites through the skies,
according to Dr. Robert L,
Brown, of Southern Connecti
cut State College and head of
the New Haven Moonwatch
Station.

Mrs. George Emmons, a ten
ant of an apartment house on
Edgewood St., told police she
heard a hissing sound before
the objects hit in the backyard.
She doused the burning objects
with water.

The objects are probably not
meteorites, Dr. Brown said.

to
)t,
If

Study Discounts
Space Objects

fAm^^SP015' Mass- Sept. 8
f u~The Smithsonian As-
trophysical Observatory has
ruled out the possibility that
X?J °^ects f°™d ^ a Hart-
£?„„ (Conn-)- backyard lastSunday night came from outer
space.

After two days of study and
analysis, the scientists reported
last night that the objects 22
fl frasments of a meteor or
space vehicle.

They are, the report said,
made up primarily of common
oonwunds.and metal that haS
been subjected to high tem-
orSnUre' and °f terrestrial
nr"°b*e«£ SUch as meteoritesor satellites reach High tern
features as they enter the
atmosphere," the report said.
They cool before they reach

f?L€r0lmd- Naming debrisfiom such objects is beyond
tne realm of possibility."
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MOONWATCHERS THINK MYSTERY
OBJECT MAY BE SOVIET SPUTNIK

San Antonio—(UPI)—Trinity Univer
sity moonwatchers reported Monday
they have alerted other moonwatch
teams in the United States to be on the
lookout for an unidentified object which
may be a new Russian satellite.

The Trinity 10-man team reported
finding the'bright object in the sky Sun
day night. The object, almost as bright
as Venus, was going from south-south
west to north-northeast and was first
seen at 7:10 p.m. at medium height in
the clear San Antonio sky.

Moonwatchers speculated the object
may have been a Soviet satellite
launched to coincide with Premier Nikita
Khrushchev's visit to United Nations
headquarters.

Max Bolen, chairman of the Trinity
physics department and director of the
moonwatch team,' said the object fol
lowed a straight course, then curved
slightly to the east in the northern sky.
The object followed the characteristic
path of previous Russian sputniks, Bolen
said.

THE BOSTON HERALD. TUESDAY, SEPT. 27, I960 B J9

'MYSTERY' SATELLITE MAKING
REVERSE ORBIT AROUND EARTH
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) - A

moon watcher said Monday that
he was convinced a huge mystery
satellite has been in orbit around
the earth but that he doubted it
was carrying Soviet astronauts.

Tom Hemphill, Convair engineer
and head of a Volunteers moon

watch team, said a picture of the
satellite had been taken by a sim
ilar team associated with Grum
man Aircraft Co. in Pennsylvania.

Reports of sighting have come
to him from other sources in the
last 10 days, he said.

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration has denied

that any sightings have been
made by its tracking stations.

Hemphiii said the satellite was
orbiting from east to west, oppo
site to the earth's revolutions.
Trying to recover a capsule from
such a satellite', he added, would
be like trying to transfer some
body between two cars speeding
in opposite directions. The Rus
sians, he said, wouldn't make the
manned-satellite problem more
difficult by such reverse orbiting.

M
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32 Riverdale Avenue
Yonkers, New York
September 11, I960

SEP 1 3 19B0

uul—. -..- * Lb
National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenimena
1536 Connecticut Avenue
Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Major Keyhoe,

This letter is in request to the information
you asked for in the letter I received with my
N. I. C. A. D. membership card.

I work in a factory, and I am a machine oper
ator. My company manufactures oilless bearings used
in high speed, High temperature applications, and
these bearings are made of graphite combined with
various types of metals.

My special interests are many, I am interest
ed in all fields of science and have read many books
on various subjects. I attended Public School No.19
for six years, Three years in Nathanial Hawthorne
Junior High School. As you can see I did not finish
High School, I just went up to my sophmore year.
I would like to but circumstances in ray family caused
me to quit and get a job. Since then I have made
a great effortt to educate myself. I am now 22
years of age. I have had no military service, my
draft statues is 3a. 1 have studied UFO's for many
years and am considered by some people to be a mite
crazy to believe in such things, but these people
do not have the facts about UFO's, and don't take
the time to investigate them.

I have never seen a UFO until recently. I shall
give a full report later. I personally thin k
UFO's are vehicles of extraterrestrial orgin, prob
ably not from our own solar system. I have read
all your books Major Keyhoe including your newest
"Flying Saucers Top Secret", from these books and
many others I have to come to the conclusion that
the air force in withholding information from the
Public. This is a very serious mistake on the
Air Forces part.

I have also read kr.MenzeTL 3ook, which answers
all the thousands of reports from reliable observ

ers, Pilots, Radar,Etc. So simpley. I see in the
May NICAP bulliten, that Menzel admit§

^



he did not get all the facts.

Now I shall give you a sighting report. I should
have sent this report in earlier, I shall explain
why after the repott.

August 23, 8:56 P.M. Yonkers, New: York. On
a Tuesday night, myself and three witnesses, Mr.
Edward Dzubak, Miss Carol Blasetti, Miss Marion
Klement of my residing adressvwere looking for an
echo 1 satellite. At about 8:50 the sattelite pass
ed over, it was not quite out' of sight when my friend
Mr Daubak looking straight up saw a din yellow, orange
light -loving from ?ast to west. At first I thought
it was a high flying plane,' but its speed was too
great, I then observed the ufo through a pair of
8x10 binoculars to see if any details were visablle.
None were.

We observed the object for about a minute, then
it passed over the roof of the house, we then ran
over to the other <ide of the porch and observed
the object for about ^0 seconds more. The shape
of the objedt was round, and its speed was tremend
ous, At last four times the speed at which the Echo
1 sattellite traveled the sky. I then went down
stairs with Mr Dzubak and Miss Blasetti leaving
Miss. Klement still on the porch. About ten min
utes later Miss Klement came down and told me she
had just seen a bird like pass by. I then went up
stairs again, This was about 9L15 P.M. About 9:25
the same yellow, orange object that I had seen about
25 minutes earlier passed over again . I was track
ing it with the unaroed eye. I followed it with
the glasses for about 2 minutes, it moved from a
position directly over head in a southeasterly =.
direction until I lost sight of it behind a building.

. Mr. Dzubak came up on the porch about 30 seconds
before the ufo passed out of sight, he did not see
that object the second time. We later found out
the bird like objects Miss Klement had seen were
exactly that, a bird., A flight of four luminous
disces. After observing them through the glasses
we could see that these objects were birds. I"tried
to figure out what the yellow orange object,wasrbut
could come to no satisfactory conclusion.

I intended to write NICAP, but I wanted to see
if I could observe the object again. My attemps
had failed because the skys have been constantly
cloudy and hazy.

On September 2 I observed the sky for four hours
with no results, also on September 2 I received a
news paper article clipped from the Journal American
which was written on this UFO. It stated NICAP was
also investigating this object. I then decided to



write this letter. I thought that the second pass
of this ufo in a completely different direction might
be important in your evaluation of such.

I shall now give you to the best of my knowledge
the direction of the two passes.

The first pass was at approximatly 8:56 P.M.
moving from lOOdegrees east. Directly over head toward
the west 290 degrees.

On the second Pass at approximatly 9:25 P.M.
the object was sighted in the same general area of
the sky, but this time it nrved from the north 15
degree- towards the south east lJ+O degrees, it was
in sight about two minutes. \y first observation
was that the UFo's height was between 60 and 70
thousand feet and its speed between 6 and 7 thousand
miles an hour.

After reading the newspaper article which da-
cated the Ufo was in space. 1 new that if tMs
was so the speed must be greater. If the UFO was
as high as the echo I satellite or in a orbit around
the earth its speed was in the neighborhood of 60,000
miles an hour.

I have no way of knowing the UFO's height because
of its sighting in beghpage long Island. It was
seen there at about the same time I observed it here.

This is all I cdi think of now if I make ap
more sighting I will report them immediatly,

You may quote any information I send you. You
may also use the names of the witnesses, each of
which sighedsbelow.

Yours truly

Mr William Vissaggi ^ /

These are witnesses Mp ^^ Dzubak " '*

Miss Carol Blasetti

Miss Marion Klement " -> «



Mr. V/illiam Vissaggi
82 Riverdale Ave lue
Ytfnkers, New York

'i 0

National investigations
Committee on Aerial Phenomena

1536 Connecticut Avenue
Washington 6, D. C.
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September 26, I960

Mrs* Ethel H. Bennett
5525 Washington Avenue, S.E
Charleston, k$ W. Va.

Dear Mrs. Bennett;

Please excuse this delayed reply. Thank you for
your letter enclosing the pictures you took on
August IS showing the "mystery satellite."

To our knowledge, this is the fourth photograph
taken of this UFO (or UFOs.) One is the Gnumman
Aircraft Co. photo published in LIFE two weeks
ago, one taken recently by a reporter in Santa
Ana, California, and one taken by a NICAP member
in Baltimore.

For your information, I am enclosing some lit
erature describing the work of this Committee.
We have many amateur astronomers among the member
ship, and two former Smithsonian satellite trackers
serve as Advisers.

Sincerely yours,

Richard Hall
RH/h Secretary of NICAP
Encl: lit
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New K Os Breaks Out

No Invaders, Just High Fliers
By Jim O'Connor

Journal Herald Staff Writer

A new rash of aerial object
sightings by persons scanning
the skies for satellites like
Echo I is probably traceable to
jhigh-flying aircraft, a spokesmen
for the Aerospace Technical In
telligence center (ATIC) told The
Journal Herald yesterday.

''\ Sightings of unidentified or un-
_ iientifiable lights in the sky
»*fnave been reported from Cali

fornia to New York in recent
months, with most of the reports
coming from untrained or casual
observers.

However the ATIC* spokesman
look a calm view of the whole
picture and reported. that thus
far nothing has been turned up
to establish evidence that intelli
gent beings from outer space are
about to invade.

ATIC is responsible for sifting
information of a wide variety of
intelligence data and turning it
into comprehensible facts for the
Air Force.

According to the ATIC spokes
man :

1. Thus far, recent reports of
objects apparently following or
flying in the opposite direction
from Echo I are in most in
stances probably traceable toj
high flying aircraft. !

2. A Georgetown university ob-j
server who recently reported!
such a sighting agreed he had'
probably seen an aircraft. i

3. The AF investigated 6,523-
reports of unidentified flying ob-J
jects (UFO's) through last June,'
and it still hasn't found any*
green spacemen, tracks or'
other evidence that extra-ter-
restrial intelligent beings are
prowling the world's skyways.
UFO sightings hit a peak of 1,501
in 1951 but dwindled to 173 in

•the first six months this year.
4. There has not been enough

positive data or space track in
formation from any of the sight
ings reported in conjunction with
Echo I to give the ATIC com

puters sufficient material to es
tablish an orbit or flight path

Since a satellite would appear
to curve and an aircraft fly
straight, the computer could
tell a difference.

The ATIC spokesman sug
gested the angle of velocity of
an aircraft and a satellite might
appear almost exactly the same
to a ground observer.

This would be true since an
aircraft a I lower altitude and
moving in the same direction as
the 18,000 mph satellite would

take about the same time to
cross the field of vision of the
watcher.

He also suggested that some
reports of what appeared to be
unidentified objects moving in an
opposite course to the satellite
might be traceable to plain curi
osity on the part of high-flying
jet pilots.

The ATIC spokesman also indi
cated he had reservation about
the validity of information re
portedly accumulated by various
planetariums.
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October 25, I960
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Mr. Richard Hall, Secretary
NICAP

1536 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.

Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hall:

t.-.-.. &.,.,*S

In regard to the sighting of an unidentified
object last August 2 5, I have questioned the group at
Georgetown who gave the report to the newspapers. Person
ally, I did not see the object, because I was preparing some
data for the Observatory of Echo I, which was due to pass
a few minutes after the object was sighted.

The observers, who were graduate students
and civilian personnel for the U. S. Air Force, informed me
that the object moved across the sky in a matter of a few
minutes, in almost the same path from west to east that
Echo I was to take a few minutes later. This would indicate

to me , because of the velocity of the object, that it must
have been a light on a high-flying jet plane. No satellite
would have moved from horizon to horizon with such speed.

Several letters that we have received from

different states concerning this object and phone calls from
local observers all indicate that they observed an entirely
different phenomenon, about which I know nothing.

FJHrrd

Very sincerely yours,

S.J.N

Director
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Mr. Richard Hall, Secretary
NICAP

1536 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.

Washington 6, D. C.
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JAMES H. GATELY, President
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JOHN F. McGUANE

ADMINISTRATION BLDG.,425 EAST 14th BLVD., CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS daniel l. flaherty, Go„.„/ Superintendent

TELEPHONE HARRISON 7-5252

Dear

DIRECT YOUR COMMUNICATIONS TO \^S
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ADLER PLANETARIUM AND ASTRONOMICAL MUSEUM

900 E. ACHSAH BOND DRIVE

CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS

WAbath 2-1428

Since the advent of the "space age" people have been becoming increasingly interesteu
in observing passages of artificial satellites. The Planetarium staff has noted a
rise in the number of unidentifiable objects in the sky reported to our institution
during this period. This is due to the fact that more people are watching the sky
so objects and events that have gone unnoticed in the past are now being observed.

Unfortunately it is impossible for us to personally answer all inquiries concerning
such objects. However, all reports whether written or telephoned are kept on file,
and when more information on a reported object is desired we contact the observer.

On Friday, August 26, at approximately 9 P#M., C.D.T., our Museum staff observed a
faint reddish object in the sky moving from east to west. Apparently this object or
similar ones were almost simultaneously seen by both inexperienced and professional
observers throughout the country. It is believed that the object we observed was
photographed at a satellite tracking station on the East Coast. From these observa
tions it was found that an orbit could be calculated, but since the observations are
inadequate it cannot be said the object is revolving about the earth. The most we
can say at present is that due to inadequate observations the nature of the object
remains unexplained.

We thank you for your interest and invite you to visit our Museum and also, if
interested, to write for literature describing our program and courses we offer in
Astronomy, Navigation, Artificial Satellites and Rocketry, and Astronomical Telescope
Making.

RIJspz

Very truly yours,

Robert I. Johnson

Director

Adler Planetarium

ute*-

(785^2)
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August 9, 1961

900 E. ACHSAH BOND DRIVE
CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS

WAb.tS 2-1420

Mr. Dennis Duncan
531 5th Street
Humboldt, Saskatchewan
CANADA

Dear Mr. Duncan:

The object referred to in your letter of July 24, 1961 was signed by
two members of the Museum staff at 9:00 p. m., C. D. T.. Friday>
A.idiicir 26 I960 This object reddish in color, and ot aoout tne tinmalnitude was traveling generally from east to we-t approximate y
twice the apparent angular velocity of bcho I. The path ot tne oojeci
tetweenth? point where first observed (right ascension 17 hours 30
Sis, declination 371) and last seen (14 hours 36. minutesL»g*ascension, plus 27° declination )was about 38 in length ^ follow
ins approximate information was obtained by the Air Kesearcn
DevlKent Command from a forced orbit derived from available
data Period 110 minutes; 130° inclination to equator (there isno right ascension for the ascending node); at arough distance from the
Grumman Tracking Station which photographed it of about 800 to 900
kilometers.

Mav 1advise contacting the Grumman Aviation Corporation, Bethpage,
lione if land New York or Lt. J. Frohbieter, National Surveillance
Control oTnter Hanscom Field, Bedford, Massachusetts to whom we
sent our information.

Thank you for your inquiry.

RIJ:llh

Robert
Director
Adler Planetarium
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